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--The  Mulhouse  Rehabilitation Center (MRC)  wishes  to present the following  study to the 
European  Community Commission on the occasion  of the Second Seminar for  Administra-
tive Staffs of the Vocational  Rehabilitation  of  D i sa b I e d Adults which  will  be  held  in 
Mulhouse from  December  10 to December  14, 1973. 
The study received  priority among the various  activities  of the European 
Community Commission  to further rehabilitation  and the effort to eliminate any  distinction 
between  D i sa b 1  e d  persons and others. 
The  exchange of experiences  between  the countries of the Community  is  one of 
the Commission's  realistic  attempts to harmonize and develop  useful  measures  in  the field  of 
vocational  rehabilitation.  Durin~ the seminar  held  at the Heidelberg  Center for  the Vocational 
Rehabilitation  of the  Disabled  in  June 1972, the rehabilitation  staffs  had  exchanged  ideas 
and  experience  in  preparing the  Dis a b I e d  for a  certain degree  of  rehabilitation. systems and 
methods of vocational  rehabilitation and  ways  of recording successful  reclassification.  The  trai-
ning  and advancement of trainers and  rehabilitation  specialists  was  a  subject submitted to the 
various  groups  which  decided to go  more  deeply  into it during the seminar to be  held  from 
December  10 to December  14,  1973 at the M.R.C. 
Our contribution to this  meeting  will  deal  with the training and advancement of 
teachers  in  French establishments for the vocational  of training of :Dis  a b I e d  adults. 
The  pedagogical  training of those who,  in  turn, will  be  training,  of Teachers 
and Trainers  in  Adult Vocational  Rehabilitation Centers  is,  in  our country,  under the aegis 
of the National  Association for  the Vocational  Training of Adults  (AFPA).  We  sollicited and 
obtained  the help  of this organization  in  carrying out the present study. The General  Admi-
nistration of  Labor and  Employment and the Assistant Administrative  Staff  in  charge  of 
Vocational  Training,  Ministry  of Labor,  and of Labor and Population  have  kindly  offered  us 
their support for  which  we  wish  to thank them. .  2 . 
~i!!».!!£L2.L!...h.!..!tu~ 
In  1966,  with  the development of its  establishment,  the M.R.C.  obtained the 
assistance  of the Center  proper for the training of AFPA  training-teachers.  Pedagogical  training 
experience  of the total teaching staff within  the  institution gave  us  a great deal  of food for 
thought.  (See Section  A of Study) 
Further,  various  vocational  rehabilitation  centers faced  with specific  problems 
of  pedagogy  and training,  asked  the AFPA  to conduct some  training sessions  for their  ins-
tructors.  We  thought it would  be  interesting to pinpoint the needs  which  underlay  both these 
requests. We  therefore proceded to make  inquiry of all  centers of adult vocational  rehabilita-
tion and a  number of teachers  in  these establishments.  (See Section  B of Study) 
The analysis  of M.R.C.'s  experience,  the results of the inquiry and especially 
the training needs  expressed  by the teachers themselves seemed to authorize the elaboration 
of a training  project for training-teachers  which  became the title of the study. (See Section C 
of Study) 
Here  we  must say  that in  setting up a  program  project at the end  of our study, 
this goal  remained contingent. Our  principal  preoccupation  which  was  twofold  went even  fur-
ther : to set up the trainers themselves a training and  improvement  plan  and to get the opinion 
of all  the members of the rehabilitation team, a  multi-discipline team,  by definition. 
On  the basis  of existing facts at the M.R.C.  since  1966, two multi-discipline 
groups  involved,  consisting of trainers,  other members  of the institution and AFPA  training 
leaders  suggested  a  number of hypotheses regarding  the training of training-teachers and 
measures  that would satisfy their needs.  In  one section of vocational  rehabilitation, they took 
particular  pains  to see  how trainees on the one hand and  training-teachers on the other, could 
apply,  live  through and  profit by a  training experience  based on these  hypotheses. - 3  -
An  inquiry by questionnaire addressed to the  fjJ  French establishments for the 
Vocational  rehabilitation of  0 i sa b 1  e d  adults and that conducted by interviews  with  224 
trainers in  22 establishments were  prep~red by a  mixed AFPAIMRC  team.  Material  obtained 
from these two studies that was deemad  valuable  was  then used  to set 'up a  projected  program 
for training training-teachers. We  took into account the following  : 
- the diversity  of situations in  the various vocational  rehabilitation centers 
- the more and more complex nature of the trainees  handicaps 
- the disparity in  the status of the trainers 
- the acuteness of the needs of those in  basic  pedagogical  training as  well  as 
those  in  advanced  training  in  psycho-pedagogical  and technical  fields. 
The experience of MRC  trainers and  the data collected by the inquiry were 
submitted to the critical  analysis of sixty  French specialists  in  the vocational  rehabilitation of 
0 i sa b I e d  adults.  in  adult training.  in  training training-teachers and representatives of adminis-
trations involved  who  met at the MRC  on June 12 and 13.  1973. The advance training  project 
for training-teachers was  discussed at this time by those attended the study sessions. 
On  the basis  of all  these elements.  we  propose a  program  of training training-
teachers for  Disabled  adults and we  suggest a  number of means  adapted to the current 
situation in  France of carrying it out. 
By  entrusting to us  the French contribution to preparatory studies for the 
December seminar.  the European Community Commission  offered to those  in  charge.  to the 
trainers and personnel  of the MRC  occasion for enriching  reflexion.  By  evaluating  our own 
experience and comparing it ot that of other establishments.  we  have  deepened our appre-
ciation and better understood the relation  between  pedagogical  and  other activities of rehabi-
litation.  In  formulating the terms of a  teaching  project.  we  have  approached our own training 
and advancement problems  more objectively and  realized  that the attitudes and  methods we 
recommend are the ones we  are going  to have  to put  into effect in  our rehabilitation activity 
with the 0 i sa b I e d s.  For all  those who worked on this study. the exchange of ideas  was  of 
capital  importance and a  multi-discipline  work experience that seemed to us  a  model  of 
effective and dynamic collaboration that we  shall  always try to emulate. 
This study is  a  collective  work.  At the end of it appear the names  and titles 
of the pebple who  made  it possible and supplementarily. a  short bibliography of documents 
which were  most valuable to us. . 4. 
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THE  EXPERIENCE  OF  FORMING  A  TRAINING  STAFF 
CURRENTLY  EMPLOYED  BY  THE  MULHOUSE  REHABILITATION  CENTER 
miiii~.Ilmi 
In  order  to  review  the  stages  of  their  training.  the  training  staff  of  the  MRC  met  in  multi 
discipline  groups  with  those  responsible  for  their  training  including  doctors,  psychologists, 
specialists  in  the  rehabilitation  of  D i sa b I e d  adults,  the  directors  of  the  insititution  as  well 
as  members  of  the  AFPA  who  were  also  involved  in  the  training  of  the  staff  during  the 
period  under  consideration. 
They  undertook  to 
1.  describe  the  framework  - the  MRC  - in  which  the  experience  developed 
2.  ·  summarize  with  respect  to  each  phase  of  the  experience, the  main  facts 
and significant  interactions within  the institution  itself 
3.  · formulate,  on the basis  of the foregoing,  hypotheses of the expectations 
and needs, the training  program should meet 
4.  ·  describe  pedagogical  group training 
5.  ·  propose on the basis  of t~  hypotheses steps for equating ways  and 
means 
6.  • demonstrate by means  of diagrams  (appendix a)  what was  accomplished 
by the successive  stages and  (appendix  b)  actual  and "corrected''  progress 
resulting from the training) and evaluate the practical  application  of their 
training  in  a  vocational  rehabilitation  group (appendix c). 
N.B.  For purposes of cohesiveness  in  describing  the experience,  only the period from  1966 
(date of the inauguration of the current premises)  to 1973 will  be  taken  into consi-
deration 
.  individual  training courses  will  not be  included 
. steps taken to achieve  technical  improvement  will  not be  included 
In  order to avoid  confusion, 
the term  TRAINING  has  been  used  to designate anything to do with the 
initiation and developing of the training staff 
and 
the term  VOCATIONAL  REHABILITATION  has been  used  to designate 
services  and activity involved  in  training  D i sa  b 1  e d  adults. - 7-
1 - THE  LOCALE  OF  THE  EXPERIENCE 
1.1.  THE  REHABILITATION  CENTER 
The MRC  is  managed  by a  non-profit organization set up in  1946. It is  approved and 
covered  by Social Security in  conformance with  legislation  currently  in  force. 
It has three departments :  facilities for 
.  Vocational  Rehabilitation  320 
. Vocational  retraining 
(to begin  progressively 
in  1973) 
.  Functional  Rehabilitation 
1.2.  VO~ATION.l'J:._,BEHABILI"[_ATIQ~ 
70 
100 
This service  is  involved  with the  ~ional  change-over of  D i sa b I e d  persons.  It is  a 
"Training Service" comprised of 20 sections grouped according to specific techniques or 
common technological  orientatid'n  : 
. the commercical  group 
. the drafting group 
. the electronic group 
6  sections 
6  sections 
8  sections 
The various  kinds  of training offered depend upon the change and evolution  in  techniques 
and the national  labor  market as  well  as  upon the ability of the 0 is  a b_l_e d  to perform. 
They are sanctioned by a Certificate of Adult Vocational  Training  (CFPA) 
1.3.  PEf!.~!<I.§_UN.Q~B._I~~TR~CTI.QN 
Recruiting of people for Vocational  Rehabilitation  is,  for 72 % of the effectives, on a 
national  basis. 
All Dis a b I e d' conditions are accepted (with the exception of the blind)  in  people of 
both sexes from  17  to 50  years  of age. 
The  population  is  generally socio-professionally speaking of modest origin,  most of the 
trainees  having  been Jaborers,  non-specialized  workers,  qualified  construction or metallurgical 
industry wor.kers  for the most  part. The number of immigrant workers  is  constantly 
increasing. . 8. 
1.4.  THE  TRAINING  STAFF 
Consists  of technicians and engineers  who,  beside  giving  the benefit of their knowledge, 
are  responsible for supervising the training  programs. 
The  programs  must be  set up taking into account : 
• the change  in  techniques 
. the prospect of medium-term employment 
. the difficulties  inherent in  the handicaps  involvedl 
j 
They  must implement permanent training. 
The specific character of the vocational  rehabilitation of the D i s a b I e d adult calls  for 
the cooperation  with  the trainer of medical  specialists and specialists  in -functional  rehabili-
tation,  psychology and social  action. Through  his  regular  and frequent contact with the 
trainees, the trainer is  the person  best able to insure  liaison  between trainee and other 
personnel  and to mediate between trainee and administrative and general  services  of the 
institution. 
1.5.  THLf!E_HABJ~I.!.~TIOftLJJNIT 
From its  beginnings  as  a vocational  training center, the MRC  gradually developed  into an 
Rehabilitation  Unit insuring continuity from  functional  rehabilitation to vocational  rehabi· 
litation and rapid assistance  in  reestablishing the D i s a b. I.e d adult socially and in  his 
vocational  reclassification. . 9. 
1966 
2  - IMPOB!~NT  _£_~J.L~ND  -~GN!fl~~NT  J~IER~~JIO~ 
2.1.  TR~~.EE§. 
There are  240 trainees  whose  age  is  under 21. 
Those  with  more  than  one  handicap are few  in  number,  as  are  the cases  of traumatic 
sequellae  or other handicaps  characterized  by  psychic  difficulties. 
The  academic  level  upon admission  is  generally that of the Primary  Education Certificate. 
The trainees participate through the intermediary of an elected House Council  in the 
organization of life  in  common in  the new buildings. 
2.2.  TH ~-"LF!..~~LN_Q...§!~.EE. 
8  out  of  the  total  of  23  trainers  have  recently  been  hired  in  view  of  the  opening  of 
5  new  sections  for  which  the  AFPA  has  not  yet  set  up  the  program.  The  trainers, 
even  those  who  have  recently  joined  the  staff  and  were  selected  for  this  responsibility, 
must  remedy  this  situation. 
By  regulation,  they  are  limited  to  25  hours  of  instruction  and  presence  in  the  establis-
hment  each  week,  must  participate  in  one  class  council  and  one  technical  meeting  per 
trimester.  This  being  the  case,  they  are  responsible  for  taking  personal  initiative  in  the 
exchange  of  pedagogical  and  technical  mformation  among  themselves. 
The  relations  between  other  people  involved  are  practically  limited  to  the  class  meetings 
directed  by  the  Administration.  The  participation  of  doctors,  psychologists,  social  workers 
and  labor  advisors  makes  it  necessary  to  employ  a  medico-psycho-social  vocabularly  with 
which  the  trainers  are  not  familiar  and  making  for  some  misunderstanding. 
2.3.  f.~Q.Cl~~M~-~Q.I!I.~'IT_l\~.!LME!.t!QQ! 
Contents of the training consists almost exclusively  of transposing  the previous  professional 
formation  of the trainer. 
Progression  is  based  on  models  of technical  training of national  educational standards. The 
schooling of the trainers  is  limited to the early  pedagolgical  stages of the  AFPA and the 
master course  is  that most often used. 
1966 was  the first  year  in  which  training was  sanctioned exclusively  by  the CFPA conse-
quently differences  with  regard  to this subject are  still  to be  ironed out between the 
administration and many  of the trainers who  want the Certificate of Vocational Aptitude 
(given  by the  National  Ministry  of Education). - 10-
2.4.  THE J~!!ITU!ION 
A  section  has  been  opened for  Industrial  Rehabilitation for the retraining of :Dis a b I e d 
penons who are  unable to take Vocational training  proper. 
The projected opening (for  1967)  of a  Effort Retraining Service - the first step toward 
the future  Functional  Rehabilitation Service-justifies the hiring  of specialized  personnel, 
increasing the quality and changing the kind of aid  necessary  to the trainees  in  the 
Vocational  Rehabilitation sector to include  physiotherapy, ergotherapy, corrective gymastics, 
orthophony and permanent medical  facilities. 
A  labor council  is  being organized to facilitate  Vocational  reclassification. 
The structures of the institution,! neverthel~!- are not adapted to the diversification  of 
tasks and collaboration among specialists. 
There  is  an  impression  of a  weakening of penonal ties and a  scattering of services  all  of 
which favon the omnipresence of the administration 
The increase and divenification of functions concerning : 
• trainees 
. the penonnel 
. the structures 
calls  for a  redefinition  of the institution's objectives. 
The trainer, especially a  newly  hired  one,  is  disoriented  in  the presence of a  !> i  ~~~ ~  ~ e d 
penon, the rehabilitation  process and his  own  role  in  this process and lin_ what help  he  will 
get in  carrying it out. 
A  thorough  KNOWLEDGE  of the points  mentioned is  necessary~ Team  work training and 
initiation  into elementary didactic techniques are complements of the first phase of training 
trainen. 4.1  196~ 
- 11  -
The Administration asked  the  AFPA  to organize a  basic  pedagogy  information course 
for the 8  newly  hired  trainers. 
By  force  of circumstances (beginning of the school  year,  moving)  this course was 
reduced to 5 days and took place  in  the old  MRC 
4.12  ~ROQ_F!_AM 
Information  regarding 
. general  principles of teaching  methods 
.  progression  of exercises  in  vocational  training 
.  preparation and teaching  lessons 
. grading  the results 
. a  sense  of security 
Training  in  some active  methods  by  the simulation of courses. 
4.13  £'L~'=-~~TIQ~ 
The  course  did  not meet the expectations of the participants who would  have  liked 
more  information on  rehabilitation, the  institution  itself,  protection,  trainer-trainee 
relations and the various  difficulties connected with the handicaps. 
The  program of the same  kind  as  the course for monitors  of the AFPA  for  lack 
of  evaluation  of needs  was  not well  adapted to the personality or expectations 
of  the participants. 
It was  reduced  by  its  brevity to a  mere series  of practical  recommendations, often 
impossible  for technicians  without pedagogical  experience and  did  not set a 
satisfactory example for the training of D i s a b I_ e d adults. - 12 -
5.1  -
The training  program  undertaken  in  1966 was  only a  parti~l answer to the hypothese 
formulated  with  respect to the needs  of beginning trainers. 
We  propose  that,  before  beginning  work,.  each trainer  be enabled to learn  every  aspect 
of the rehabilitation  of D i s a b  ~  d adults. 
This  in  itself  would  require an  approach  in  multi-discipline  groups and a series of conferences 
with various  staff members  of the institution. 
It would  also  constitute a  model  of the type of relations  which  have  to be  established 
between trainer and  trainee,  reproducing the situation of the 0  i s a b I e d person  in 
training who  is  beginning  his  vocational  rehabilitation. 
Only  after an  experimental  period as  a trainer  in  a vocational  rehabilitation  unit can  basic 
pedagogical  training  begin. - 13-
1968 
2- IMP2_8TA~LE..ACTS_AND_~GN!.fJCANT  _mr~!!A~TIO~ 
2.11  TJ:I.J_ TR~INE_f:§ 
There are  241  trainees  whose  average  age  is  23. 
Psychically D i s a b. I.e d persons are  beginning to ~  admitted. 
Though the events  of May  1968 only  had a superficial  impact on  their immediate 
behavior,  dissension  among trainem are  brought  before the House  Council.  The  latter, 
according to the trainers, are  little  motivated and "over-protected"  by the Administration 
and the medico-psycho-social  team. 
2.12  TiiE...IB.A~~ 
The  number of trainers  is  more  or  less  constant.  Neg'oeiations  between their union  repre-
sentatives and  the Administration  give  rise  to new statutes (and a  raise  in  their pay.) 
. 40 hours  of presence  in  the establishment weekly  of which  : 
. 29 hours  of courses 
.  11  hours of synthesis  meetings  or personal  research  and  preparation. 
This  new statute will  favor  professional exchanges the trainers say  they need.  Professional 
groups  are  being  formed  progressively.  There are,  nevertheless,  disagreements arising  from 
the necessity of naming  a group  leader for each  of these various  groups and determining what 
qualities  the leader  should  have,  still  ill defined.  The trainers  resent the fact that the head 
teacher absorbed  by other tasks,  cannot give,  them the help  they think is  necessary  and  in 
response to the Administration's demands for  renewed  effort, they adopt contrary attitudes 
which  denote their uncertainties about desirable  progress. 
2.13  ~J!..Q_Q_F!_A_~s..L_~Q_f+IT.J!II.I_~~.Q-Mf!.liQ.'2. 
In  view  of insuring  trainees  in  electronic cabling and  welding  more  extensive  placement fa-
cilites,  a  new section  with  cabling option  in  the field  of electromechanics has  been  opened. 
Contacts  have  been  made  with  the AFPA  to harmonize  the setting up of radio-television 
repair  programs  (ADRTV)  In  the preparatory courses  of the electronic group, a  new  program 
has  been  organized to strengthen  the theoretical  basis  and  opening up further  possibilities for 
continued study at the end of the course. 
At the end of the year,  an  AFPA,  inspector  is  to inspect the teaching program.  The strict 
principles on which  this inspection  is  to be  based  as  well  as  the authoritarian  methods 
employed appear to the trainers to be  in  contradiction with  the attitude of other AFPA 
in:tervention  (see  following  page)  and  incompatible with the new  pedagogical  program 
announced by  the Administration, as  well  as  with the new  tendencies  resulting from  the 
events of May  1968. - 14-
2.14  !HE  INS!I.J~!ION 
The experiement of a section of Industrial  Retraining  is  not repeated due to difficulty 
encountered in  placing trainees  in  jobs in  industry generally  filled  by workers without 
any professional  training. 
The "Effort Retraining Service"  begun  at the end of 1967 was  opened to 30 new trainees. 
Personnel  is  being added  progressively. 
The fact that the personnel  are  union  members  made  the election of personnel  delegates 
necessary  and a company committee set up only  made  more .patent the differences  among 
the personnel  proper on the one hand,  between  personnel  and the Administrati,on with 
regard  to aims  and institutional  .structures  on  the other. 
3.1  -
. changes  in  structure made  necessary  by the development of the establishment 
. an  effort on the part of the Administration to have  everyone share  in  the institution's 
orientation 
• the influence filled  with questions of the events  of May  1968 - admittedly difficult 
to measure 
created a confused situation and disturbed or strained relations  which could  only have 
an  effect upon the trainers  in  relation to their jobs. 
The  lack of any forrnatioo  in  pedagogy and  psychology  made  this an  uneasy  experience 
for  most of the trainers. 
It will  be  necessary to clarify  institutional  difficulties and to evaluate  both  needs and 
expectations and to find  some way  of resolving  these  problems. 4.2  L~~ 
4.3  !~~ 
- 15-
The Administration  decided to carry out a  methodical  evaluation  of needs and 
expectations of trainers  with the help of 2 AFPA.  psycho-sociologists. 
This  assistance  in  the form  of individual  interviews  was  reported  in  the course 
of a  meeting of all  trainers  by  the 2  psycho-sociologists.  The following  proposals 
were  submitted to them : 
. Participation of all  trainers  in  a  psycho-pedagogy course  with emphasis 
on communication  . 
. Trainers to learn  psychological  terminology. 
. Creation of a  pedagogical  counsellor without hierarchical  reference  . 
. Creation of a  documentation service  and hiring of a  librarian  to man  it. 
The trainers expressed some reservation  as  to the manner  in  which this intervention 
was  decided  upon  as  well  as  the way  in  which  its conclusions were  reported. 
They considered that as  advantageous as  were  the proposals, they had  not had 
any say  in  the decisions taken for their  implementation. 
4.31  BfQ~~u 
The Administration,  in  order to implement the psycho-sociologists  proposals, 
asked  the AFPA  to organize a course  in  psycho-pedagogy  for trainers of the 
CRM,  of  FPA  center, and those of another  Rehabilitation center of the vicinity. 
The course  was  set up : 
. to include  information on :  communication 4.4  !!ll.Q 
• 16 . 
. some experience  in  inter-action 
fundamental  pedagogical  principles 
teaching attitudes and comportment 
. training in  analyzing the contents of documents 
.  pedagogical  bibliography and technique 
The  trainers  became aware of the advantages  of  creat~ng better mean s of getting 
the trainees to participate  in  their own  training.  Greater ease  was  acquired  in 
inter-personal  relations.  Regret  was  expressed that  participation of trainers  not 
concerned with the actual  difficulties of the Dis  a b I e d  constituted a disadvantage 
of the course. They hoped  in  future courses devoted  to specific  pedagogical  methods 
to go more deeply  into  material  which  could only be  touched upon  during  the 
first very full  session. 
N.B.  In  1969 another proposal  was  put into effect : 
One trainer left to take a  course  in  functional  training so  that he 
could  become a  teaching councillor. 
4.41  .B~OU~U 
The Administration followed  up on the psychologist's and  psychiatrist's  request 
for closer collaboration  between  them and the trainers.  A schedule of meetings 
was  drawn  up for  this  purpose. 
A series  of meetings  led  in  turn or jointly by the psychologist and  the psychiatrist 
of the institution  permitted the trainers  to familiarize  themselves  with  psychological 
concepts and terminology  relative to : 
. apprenticeship 
. intelligence 
.  personality . 17. 
The trainers and  psychological  specialists  at this  point enter into an  exchange, 
not without some  reticence on  both sides,  as  to their  modes  of approach  in  the 
face  of problems  of Vocational  Rehabilitation.  The trainers found  that these 
meetings  sensitized them further to the  psychic consequences  of  handicaps 
especially  those  resulting from  cranial  injuries.  The fact that the same  year the 
institution's doctor held a  meeting on  cranial  injury  certainly  was  a contributing 
factor. 
N.B  In  1970.  the teaching councillor  began  his activities. Many  of the trainers 
had  taken  issue  with  this  nomination.  They  would  have  preferred setting up 
a  pedagogical  committee composed of trainers  who  would  have  taken turns 
sitting on  this  committee. 
5.2  • 
All  the steps taken  as  a  results  of  the intervention  of the  AFPA  psychosociologists 
are  expected to fill  in  the lacunae  of the  basic  pedagological  training. They do  not 
constitute a  model  for  a  permanent training  program  of trainers  but a  response  to 
a  particular situation. 
These  courses though  packed  with  information are  reduced  in  duration for  all  the 
trainers  in  the institution are  involved  ,  some  of them  have  had  the benefit of a 
great  deal  of experience  but the courses  will  permit all  of them to perfect them-
selves  within  the pedagogical  domain to a certain  extent. 
Introduction to the language  of  psychology  and functional  medicine,  sensitization  to 
psycho-pedagogy  must  become  a  become  inherent  in  basic  pedagogical  training of 
those  who  are  to work  directly  with Dis a_b_l_e d- adults.  This  cycle was  designed  to 
include  as  well  : 
. training  in  work  methods 
. training  in  group leadership 
. training  in  various  methods  of expression  such  as  audio-visual  aids. 
This  basic  instruction  would  have  to include  alternate periods of training and 
actual  experience  in  vocational  rehabilitation sections. - 18-
1971 
2  ~.9JI.J~NT .E~~I.S_~~!>_!!..9~1E~~~!-~TE.B~~!~~-
2.111  IB.~~.Es! 
2.112 
Now  number  293.  Average  age  almost  24. 
The  number  of  D i sa b  ~ e d  individuals  with  sequellae  of  cranial  injuries  and 
psychic  problems  is  increasing.  Concentration,  especially  in  the  commercial  training 
sections  is  often  a  problem. 
The  trainees  now  received  remuneration  from  the  National  Employment  Fund.  This 
affects  their  growing  independence  from  the  institution.  It also  entails  making  some 
changes  with  regard  to  the  House  Council.  At  the  same.  time  the  trainees  developed 
a  more  critical,  therefore  a  more  demanding  attitude  toward  the  institution  and 
their  own  training.  This  was  in  keeping  with  the  aims  of  the  institution  to  give 
the Dis a bl_e d  greater  autonomy. 
4  new trainers  were  hired and  new sections for training  preparation  were  opened. 
These  newly  hired  people  had the advantage of a  period of orientation and  exchange  upon 
their arrival  and  before starting to work,  with  various specialists 1enabling  them  to 
acquaint themselves  with the institution,  its  aims,  structure,  its  function and the problems 
of rehabilitating Dis a b_l_e_ d adults. 
Meetings  of trainers of various  groups favored  a  certain autonomous functioning and 
adapted the trainers to the material  means at hand and the division  of tasks  among 
them, to systematizing  information on administrative and social  problems  confronting 
the trainees,  personnel,  and the institution as  a  whole.  The trainers  participated with 
greater ease  in  all  institutional  meetings and at the same time adopted a  more  critical 
attitude with  regard to them. 
The group of trainers became  more  cohesive  with  concerted  initiative  in  organizing  a 
monthly discussion  group among themselves  to deal  with their role  in  vocational  training 
and the internal  organization of the service  (especially  by  adopting  new  ways  to make 
the Class  Council  work). 2.113 
2.114 
• 19 • 
Some of the trainees  had  a  higher  than average  education.  In  order to provide them 
with suitable aims  and to adapt our training  to new  techniques,  we  decided, despite 
limited staff, to open a section for  accounting training. This  completed options offered 
in  the accounting  profession,  the commercial  group  being  the only one which  had  not, 
until  then,  offered the possibility  of more advanced  training. 
In  a  preparatory section to which time allotted was  shorter  because  of recruiting 
conditions,  a  participating approach was  attempted to the mutual  satisfaction  of 
trainers and trainees.  Group techniques were  experimented with thanks to recent trai-
ning.  The trainers  now giving  instruction  in  French,  were  a  real  teaching team and 
prepared admission  examinations to enable them to recognize  the level  of knowledge 
and  lacunae  of the trainees and further their students progress.  Nevertheless,  all  these 
various  experiments tended· to remain  isolated  and  poorly coordinated for  lack of any 
real  means  of exchange  between  the trainers themselves. 
TH~J~!!.ITY!LQ..~ 
Work  began  on  the  construction  of  a  Functional  Rehabilitation  service  capable  of 
housing  100  trainees.  Construction  was  begun  on  a  second  building  to  house 
100  Vocational  Rehabilitation  trainees. 
Administrative  services  were  reorganized  tending  toward  decentralization  especially 
with  regard  to  personnel  management. 
Research  was  undertaken  relative  to  : 
the  conception  of  a  service  for  work  adaptation  and  retraining 
a  general  overhaul  with  a  view  to  larger  cultural  prospects  which 
would  include  Vocational  Rehabilitation  within  the  framework 
of  the  Permanent  Training  Program. 
The  purpose  of  this  research  was  the  optimal  int&flraligo; of  services  and  personnel 
and  personnel  and  unifying  rehabilitation  as  a  whole. - 20-
3.2  -
Once  the  difficulties  of  adapting  to  new  structures  were  allayed,  previous  training  plus 
new  orientation  at  various  levels  had  a  favorable  effect  upon  the  trainers'  functions 
as  it  did  on  that  of  the  personnel  at  large,  especially  with  respect  to  the  making  of 
decisions. 
Group  effort  and  group  sensitivity  was  recognized  as  facilitating  convergence  of  the 
different  branches  and  completing  the  training  steps  in  the  psychopedagogical  domain 
since  1968. - 21  -
4.5  1971 
4.51  REOU~U 
At  the  request  of  the  teaching  councillor,  a  course  was  to  be  set  up  for  the 
MRC  Administration,  an  AFPA  center  and  another  Rehabilitation  center.  All 
trainers  from  these  centers  were  invited. 
The  goals  of  this  course  which  were  not  shared  with  the  participants  were  as 
follows  : 
Training  in  group  work  and  analysis  of  the  training 
Human  relations  and  communication 
Analysis  of  cases  (example  :  cases  brought  up  in  the  course,  filmed 
cases) 
Information  on  pedagogical  methods 
Role-playing 
Psychological  information 
Group  sensitivity  and  conducting  meetings. 
The  animator  adopts  a  non-directive  attitude  from  the  very  beginning and allows 
the  group  to  elaborate  its  own  work  program,  recognize  the  inherent  difficulties 
of  group  living  and  evaluate  its  progress. 
Following  these  sessions,  content  and  modality  of  progression  change  as  a 
function  of  the  participants. 
The  majority  of  the  trainees  expressed  disappointment.  When  the  goals  (as  above) 
were  revealed  they  felt  they  had  not  been  attained. 
Often,  participation  of  trainers  from  other  institutions  generated  conflict.  Many 
of  them  found  the  experience  painful,  boring  or  did  not  know  what  they  were 
supposed  to  accomplish. . 22. 
Though some of them felt that "living through'' this period contributed to a certain ease 
within the group,  many of them proposed" that only people aware of the program  and  in 
favor  of it should  be  sent''. 
In  conclusion~  the  trainers  set  as  the  condition  of  their  future  participation  in  any 
training  program ,  a  free  choice  of  the  type  of  course  to  be  given.  It  was  decided 
to  suspend  any  further  collective  training  for  a  year. 
5.3-
Following the intensive training undertaken  in  the preceding  period, the trainers felt a  need 
to go  more  deeply  into a  given  aspect which  was  merely  touched on  in  1969 and  1970. 
Could a  course  in  group dynamics and holding  meetings  of an  assentially  non-directive  nature 
offer a  satisfactory solution as  long  as  previous  training steps  had  not yet covered  all  subjects 
that should have  been  included  in  a  basic  training cycle  ? 
Upon  the conclusion of this experience,  it was  proposed that : 
. All  training steps must from the very  beginning take into account a  careful 
evaluation of needs  and expectations. 
. Content,  methods and  progress  in  developing trainers  must  be  the object of 
concerted action  between trainers, the institution and those responsible 
for the developing of trainers  in  order to attain optimal  results. - 23-
1973 
2- IM~RTANT_~CTS_AND  .!L<i~FIC_!.NT_INT].B~~TIO.N_ 
2.1111  !R~!.!'.E]! 
310 were  enrolled  in  Vocational  Rehabilitation.  251  had  had  previous vocational  experience. 
The average  age  was  over  24.  There were  more  cases  of multiple-handicaps.  Their  increa-
sing  complexity explained the difficulties of adapting to jobs from the beginning  of training, 
making  professional  reclassification even  more  difficult.  The differences  in  level  were greater 
and greater.  The  House  Council  was  abondoned. The trainees felt  more  solidarity with 
their training section than  with the institution that was  growing  and  diversifying  its activities 
to the point of  not being  concerned  with them to the same  extent. 
Now  numbered  32. Their team is  assisted  in  the Training or  Formation Service  : 
.  by  several  technical  persons  (stocking  and  maintenance of teaching  material) 
who  were  intended to become collaborators of the trainers  in  carrying out 
pedagogical  aids, 
. a  librarian  to work  with  the trainers and  trainees  in  pin-pointing concepts then 
carrying them out, 
. a  leader available  to prepare and conduct the training sequences  in  collaboration 
with  trainers and  trainees. 
The  trainers'  work groups to orient their activities  (see  paragraph  on  programs,  contents, 
methods)  toward determined  common  goals. 
Collaboration  between  trainers and other people  involved  to be  oriented toward a  type 
of  limited group  meeting centered on specific  cases. 
Nevertheless,  shifting of recreation  hours and the elimination  of one meeting  room 
curtailed to a certain  degree  the  possibility  of trainers  meeting among themselves and 
they were  very  displeased  about this. 
Revitalizing  of  programs  in  technical  domains  continued. - 24-
The group work of the trainers  is  concentrated on personalized  instruction, the 
assumption  of an  aCtive  role  in  mutual  education and  in  assuming their functions 
allowing  each one to help others on the basis  of his  personal  experience. 
Various  steps  were taken with this  in  mind  : 
. Personalized  instruction  in  mathematics  by tape-recorder 
. The  use  of "R.T.S.  promotion"  programs  on enterprise  management  with the 
collaboration of technical  assistants  of the Mulhouse  Chamber of Commerce 
. Teaching  research  assisted  by  a  mini-computer 
. Thorough analysis  of lack of oral  and written expression  and  co-animation  of 
expression  classes  often preceded  by  work in  small  groups of trainers and 
trainees. 
In  a  preparatory section these various  steps  were  rationally coordinated and 
integrated.  Participation of trainees  in  progress  plans  with a  view  to attaining 
intermediary goals  defined  in  common  by trainers and  trainees  was  experimented 
with  in  different ways.  (see  appendix c) 
2.1114  TH~J~!!.I.I.Y!LQ...I'!. 
The second  building for  housing  trainees  in  Vocational  Rehabilitation  was  opened in 
September 1972. The  Function  Rehabilitation  building was  nearing  completion and 
was  to be  ready  by September  1973.  54 trainees were admitted to Effort  Retraining 
in  September 1972. This  increase  in  number and enlargement of fac_ilities  made for 
improved  and diversified  services  being offered these trainees, amounting to almost 
the complete gamut of activities of a  Functional  Rehabilitation  center  . 
. The structures of the establishment were  so  arranged  as  to  ma~e the rehabilitation 
service a coherent unit in  which  every service  contributed to the smooth operation 
of the whole,  assuring  whatever  measures  were  necessary to accompany one or another 
specific  dominant  activity. - 25-
3.3 
As services supplied the trainees  in  the establishment  become  increasingly  divenified,  the 
complementary nature of the various functions  becomes evident. 
Means  will  have to be  found to allow  the different specialists to collaborate effectively. 
Group thinking and confrontation of the various  disciplines should facilitate  such 
collaboration. 
In  each domain  previously acquired  training should  incite  the trainen to specify their needs. 
A choice of options will  be  necessary. - 26-
4.6  1973 
4.61  REQUEST 
As a  result of the contact established  between the chief of service  and  the 
trainers'  representatives in  the Training Commission  of the  Institutional Com it-
tee, basic  principles  of necessary  training were  determined  : the type of formation 
that each trainer  ~Is is  necessary for  him.  - Concerte~ elaboration  by  members 
of the institution,  training animators and MRC  trainers as  to the objectives, 
programs and  methods of training.  In  collaboration with two trainers'  trainers 
from the AFPA  a  training  plan  for  1972-73 was  set up on these  principles. 
It was  carried out in  the following  way  : 
Two courses of 8 days divided  into 2 sessions spaced  2  months apart to be  devoted 
to introduction to and or development  of logics  and  methodology. These 
session  to comprise additional  information and training exercices  in 
. formal  logic  I 
.  methods of reasoning 
.  methods of resolving  problems and case  studies of pedagogical 
application. 
This course of study furnished  the trainers with some  data that could  be  inte-
grated  into their personal  research  so as  to rationalize their work organization. 
It demonstrated the similarity  between  problems and the means  of solving  them 
in  the various disciplines of the trainers.  It made obvious the necessity  of con-
tinuous work in  multi-disciplined  trainer groups,  in  the field  of pedagogy. The 
concentrated material  of the program  calls for further work. - 27  -
1973 
4.621  PROGRAM 
A  3  day  course  based  on  pedagogical  incidences  of  the  audio-visual.  The 
participants  presented .  the  experiences  they  attempted  or  planned  making 
use  of  audio-visual·· aids.  These  experiences  were_  then 1 subjected  to  critical 
reflection  in  common. 
4.631  EVA!:_UATIO~ 
!~~ 
A misunderstanding at the time the objectives  were  determined and  insufficient 
technical  preparation on the part of the participants forced  the group to re-
define  its  goals  in  the middle  of the course. 
Nevertheless,  the high  level  of participation  led  the participants to set up 
groups  responsible for  pursuing  within  the establishment,  the collaboration 
begun  during the course and the responsibility for  introducing trainers to it, 
all  of which  may  be  considered  promising. 
4.632  f.ROqRAM 
Several  sessions  of psycho-sociological  development  including  relational  aspects 
These  sessions  consisted  of 4  days  of meetings once a  month approximately 
of multi-discipline  groups  including teachers, doctors,  medical  assistants  psycho-
logists  and social  workers,  devoted to case  studies. 
Given  the nature of these steps,- evaluation  must of necessity  be  subjective. - 28-
5.4 
Among  the  options  proposed  were  : 
improving  reasoning  and  methodology  continued  from  basic  training 
a  course  in  audio-visual  aids  whose  technical  contribution  should  constitute 
the  goal  of  the  initial  training  but  whose  reflection  on  pedagogical  in-
cidence  of  the  audio-visual· requires  more  experience 
sessions  in  psycho-sociological  improvement  in  multi-discipline  groups  should 
be  current  practice  in  any  institution  whose  goals  cail  for  specialists  in 
different  fields.  It  is  a  fruitful  method  of  work  and  the  type  of  action 
to  be  permanently  employed. - 29-
THIS  LAST  EXPERIMENT  REINFORCED  OUR  PROJECTED  PROPOSAL  FOLLOWING 
ANALYSIS  OF  EARLY  TRAINING  STEPS  AND  HAS  BEEN  PROGRESSIVELY 
REINFORCED  AS  THEY  DEVELOPED  : 
•  THE  FORMATION  OF  TRAINERS  MUST  ANSWER  NEEDS  AND 
EXPECTATIONS  WHICH  ARE  THE  RESULT  OF  A  LIVED 
THROUGH  EXPERIENCE 
IT  CAN  ONLY  BE  FULLY  REALIZED  INSOFAR  AS  THE  TRAINERS  THEMSELVES 
ARE  ASSOCIATED  WITH  THE  RESPONSIBILITIES  : 
.  BOTH  IN  THE  FIELD  OF  VOCATIONAL  REHABILITATION 
.  AND  THAT  THEIR  PERSONAL  TRAINING 
WE  BELIEVE  WE  ARE  FAITHFULLY  FOLLOWING  THEIR  ANALYSIS  OF  THEIR 
OWN  TRAINING  UNDER  THE  MRC  TRAINERS  BY  CONCLUDING  THAT  IT  MUST 
VIEWED  IN  THE  PERSPECTIVE  OF  SELF-TRAINING. - 30-
THE  TASKS  OF  AN  ADULT  TRAINER 
Diagram  representing the job of adult trainer ( or the difficulties of the job)  and 
attaiments of MAC  trainers as  the activities  became  progressively  organized from 
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(MAC  Trainers) - 31  -
TRAINING  EXPERIENCE  OF  THE  TRAINERS 
(Diagram  of alternate training currently  in  use) 
Progression  in  training trainers 
at MRC  (currently employed) 
Actual  progression  in  training 
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Training sessions are sometimes too widely 
spaced apart, sometimes too concentrated. 
Contents of training are defined step by 
step to fill in  the gaps. 
Training sessions  in  the basic  courses follow 
a  regular  rhythm and contents cover the 
various aspects  of pedagogy. 
Options are offered according to demand 
based  on ,lived through, experience after 
or during the basic  cycle. ..  •-· 
. 32. 
Evaluation  of the application of acquired training  in  the vocational  rehabilitation section 
(duration  : 6  months) 
TRA~EE! 
Numbered  16. Average  age  over  25. They were  oriented toward commercial  training  ; their 
level  at time of admission  made  preparatory courses for this training  imperative. 
Numbered 3, 2 women and  1 man.  They  met regularly  to harmonize their work.  They  represented 
different fields  :  1 was  an  accountant,  1 a technician,  1 a document librarian. 
These  ware  defined  by  the trainers  in  collaboration with the people  who  organized  the Assistant· 
Accounting training,  Multicopy  Accounting Assistant, and Business  Accounting for which  trainees 
were  to be  prepared.  They may  be 1subsumed  as  follows 
.  Up-dating  previous academic ·training 
.  Introduction to the  common  bases  of commercial  training 
. Continuous training in  rational  work  methods 
. Acquiring  written and oral  means  of expression 
The group of trainers were convinced, following  their training and experience,  that teaching adults 
must involve  closer and closer participation between  teachers and students. They therefore  held  a 
meeting on an average  of every  two weeks devoted to : 
• evaluating the recent period 
. defining following  intermediary goals 
. seeking the necessary  means  of achieving  these goals. - 33-
In  this  manner.  to state an  example. the following  procedures  were  decided  upon  mutually  by 
trainers and  trainees  : 
.  intensive training  in  rational  work  methods 
. co-leadership  in  certain sequences  by  two teaching trainers of complementary 
subjects 
.  preparation of trainees  in small  groups assisted  by  the document librarian 
.  intensive  use  of audio-visual  aids.  especially the tele-video  in  the acquisition 
of  oral  expression.  and group  work 
. assistance  of  non-trainers  employed  in  the institution and doing  work similar to 
that trainees are  being  prepared for 
. setting up small  groups of trainees of the same  achievement level.  for example. 
in  mathematics.  permitting  the teacher to give  each student individual  attention. 
The training teachers felt that continuous collaboration  between themselves and trainees  made for  : 
. fulfillment of the trainees  needs  more  adequately 
.  maintaining  constant motivation  at a  high  level 
. developing  among trainees  the desire  to take an  active  part  in  their own  learning 
process. a sense  of reponsibility  and  a taste for  initiative. 
Trainees  agreed.  in  cooperation  with their  teachers. to decide  upon the way their section  would 
function.  to determine their own  inter-personal  relationships.  They  recorded  this on a  magnetoscope. ,- ~-
the  workings  of  the 
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B  - NEEDS  EXPRESSED  IN  THE  INSTITUTIONS  RELATIVE  TO  THE 
FORMATION  OF  TRAINERS OF  DISABLED  ADULTS 
Two  nationwide  studies  were  made  to  group  the  expressed  needs  relative  to  the  formation 
and  improvement  of  trainers  of Dis  a b_l_e d  adults. 
one  involved  the  Administrators  of  Specialized  Centers 
the  other  a  sampling  of  training  teachers. 
The  specialized  centers  used  in  this  study  were  57  in  number  and  all  were 
under  the  aegis  of  the  Labor  Ministry 
technically  controlled  by  the  AFPA 
admitting  trainees  over  17  years  of  age. 
The  Directors  of  these  57  centers  were  contacted  by  means  of  a  questionnaire  relative  to 
their  centers,  what  type  of  trainees  they  took,  personnel  employed,  pedagogical  formation  of 
the  training  staff  and  the  training  needs  felt  by  the  teaching  team. 
The  study  of  training  teachers  involved  22  such  centers.  Various  criteria  were  used  to  select 
the  latter  : 
their  geographical  situation  ;  each  regions  had  a  prorata  representation  of  the 
number  of  establishments  in  its  territory. 
their  size  with  respect  to  the  potential  number  of  trainees  they  can  accept 
and  hence  the  number  of  trainers  they  employ.  The  whole  scale  of 
establishments  is  represented  by  the  sample. 
vocational  skills  taught.  The  most  representative  selection  of  courses  organized 
to  help  reclassify  Dis  a b_l_e d·  adults  was  sought.  Though  common  courses 
are  frequently  mentioned  this  does  not  mean  that  more  unusual  and  spe-
cialized  training  was  not  offered  (leather  working,  etc  ... ) 
In  each  center  used  in  the  study,  every  training  teacher  whatever ·his  or  her  qualification, 
was  interviewed  by  a  psychologist. 
During  this  interview,  the  psychologist  filled  out  a  questionnaire  giving  vital  statistics  training 
and  training  regulations  for  D i s a b_l_ e d  adults,  their  professional  life  in  the  establishment, 
their  relations  with  the  institution  and  trainees  as  well  as  training  needs. . 36. 
The  title trainer or training  teacher  includes technical  assistants,  professors,  advisors,  and  ins-
tructors who  give  the preparatory courses  in  general  instruction.  The sample  was  made  up of 
224 such  people  which  represents approximately 40 % of the overall  training  population of 
the 57  establishments defined above. 
It is  felt that the sample  is  representative and the information equally so. 
Only the elements  in  these two studies which  were  considered to add something of real 
interest to the projected training  program for training teachers were considered  . 
. 1- description  of specialized  centers 
. 2- description  of trainees 
. 3- description  of the training teacher  population 
. 4- evaluation  of training  needs  in  order to determine the goals  and 
the  means  to be employed  in  a  projected training program for 










The  fi1  specialized  centers  for  vocational  rehabilitation  are  distributed  throughout  the 
different  work  &  employment  areas. 
Number 
less  than 30 trainees  5 
from  31  to 60 trainees  8 
from 61  to 100 trainees  12 
from  101  to 150 trainees  3 
from  151  to 200 trainees  7 
from  201  to 300 trainees  1 
more  than 300 trainees  1 
unknown  6 - 38-
TH~.fARIS AREA 
Essonne 
0  () 
<>  • 
Center  with  a  population  in  1972 of 
Number 
0  less  than 30 trainees  ., from  31  to 60 trainees  2 
• 
from  61  to 100 trainees  3 
() from  101  to 150 trainees  5 
•  from  151  to 200 trainees 
•  from 201  to 300 trainees  0 
~  more  than 300 trainees 
unknown  0 - 39-
The  57 centers are run  by 35 different Associations.  The  number of trainees  per 
center  run  by  a single  association  varies  from  15 to 384. 
~Q!=.!!I.!!2.1'!..  ~!!!..!!! 
~ 









UJ  8J 
rs 
LD  ~ 
rs 
I  ~ 
/  more  than  2919  / 
30 associations  30 centers 
/ 
Total  : 35  Total  57 - 40-
1.3  Wh@!_~l!!!.9!.!f'8inffiJI.J!!LOffe.r_e_!ljn...!h!!m 7 
The centers  have  446 different sections to provide  training  : 
. 307 training sections  proper 
. 139 preparatory sections 
Number  of centers 
~  preparatory sections 
38  X  c=:=J  training sections  proper 
1  to  5  6  to  10  11  to  15  16  to  20  more  than 20 
Please  note than  15 centers do not have  preparatory sections at all. 
x  number of  centers l 
- 41  -
The 307 training sections cover  81  special  subjects. 
Number  of special  subjects 
/  7 
/  / 
35  34 
/  / 
vO 
7 
v  l/  Nu mber  of sections 
1 section  from  2 to 5  from  5 to 10  more  than  10 
Here  are  some examples  in  the primary  sector 
Number  of sections  :  14 or 4.56 % 
Gardening 
4  branches 
Flower  cultivation - 42 -
In  secondary  and tertiary sectors. 
Both of these offer various  kinds  of training  : 
. secondary sector  110 sections or 36 % 




.  metal  construction 
. electronics 
surveyor  mam 
walls  & foundations 
. electronics 
wicker furniture  making 
furniture  upholstery 
milling  & lathe worker 
x  number of sections 
business accounting 




laboratory assistant - 43-
2.  TRAINEES ADMITTED  TO SPECIALIZED  CENTERS 
51  out of 57  centen CQntacted  replied  (89 %). 
2.11  Population  in  1972 
category 
number 








13 to 260 
1173  Total 
22.5%  5184 
129to  v 
384 
212  Age  The average  age  is  24,  with  upper and  lower  limits  respectively  of  33 and  16. 
213  Handicap 









psychiatric disorden (395) 
others  :  (2315) 
pulmonary  conditions tubercu-
losis  of the bone-osteomyelitis-
_non -tubercular bone disease  -
cardiovascular disease  - hemo-
philia  - diabetes -II.M.C 
character disorden - epileptics 
diseases  of the back - rhuma-
tism  occupational diseases -
kidney  diseases . 44. 
214  Sex of trainees admitted to the different sections : 
Preparatory 




38%  53% 
exclusively  male 
exclusively  female 
centers with exclusively  male  sections 
centers with exclusively female  sections 








1  2 
3.  TRAINING  TEACHERS 
3.1  Ho~.JJg~~~  1 
-45-




3.2  !:!2-~-I!!I~Y-~-!t'em  -~-_!h_!!.!_e_ ? 
19  X 
r----
12x 
9  X 





:  the 
38 
7% 
number  of  centen 
3  X  3  X 
20  25  Number  of  trainen -46-
3.3  Wh!_t_!!_~ir .!!!t.JI.!  7 
49  out  of  57  centers  answered  (85  %). 
These  trainers  are  peid  according  to  the  salary  agreements  as  follows 
salaries 
Total  : 470 




Paid  by  National  Education 
BEMY~ER~!I..9!<1 
200 





1000..1498  150()..1999 












14 %  16 %  18 % 
30. 
6% 




Number of trainers 
represented 
81  . 
20% 
more  t1a1 3000 - 47-
3.4  What are  their work houn  1 
86 % or the majority of the 224 Trainen interviewed;  work 5 days  per  week. 
workHoun  Time  devoted to Courses 
30h  11%  18 h  11  % 
30 h.(  <34h  55  16 %  18 h<.  .( 24 h  55  12% 
35 h.(  <39h  55  43%  25 h <.  <. 29 h  55  22% 
40h  26%  30h<':  <(34h  55  41% 
> 40  h  4  %  35 h  12 % 
3.5  What are their pedagogical  responsibilities ? 





TRAINER  138 % ot the trainers 
give  courses  in  several 
sections 
55 % are  in charge of a single 
IIICtiO_IJ.  In that case,  they have 
generally  between  10 and  16 
trainees  per class. . 48. 
-3.6  How  do they come to know the trainees 7  --------------------------
85 % of the training teachers feel  the need to know  more about medi cal  and 
psychotechnical facts. 
individual  interview  60% 
interview with  trainers  10 " 
interview  with other people  11  % 
synthesis  meeting  4  % 
53%  51%  59%  19% 
31%  44%  52%  9  % 
21%  17  %  20%  7  % 
15%  38%  50%  10 % 
7  %  19%  25%  4  % 
22%  21%  44%  % 
24 ..  16 "  40%  2  % - 49-
372  Difficulties on the Pedaaoaical  level 
~ 
NONE  FEW  MANY 
E 
LOWER  LEVEL  5  %  28  %  67  % 
HETEROGENEOUS  LEVEL  13 %  27  %  60  % 
HETEROGENEOUS AGE  56%  31.%  13  % 
DIFFERENT HANDICAPS  49%  30  %  21  % 
PRESENCE  OF  A  LEADER  37%  45  %  18  % 184. 
95. 
CAP  I  CFPA 
BEl  I  BP 
Technical 
BTS  I  CFPA 
Engineer I  Upper  Division 
Technical  Trainer 
including technical  assistant 














Certificate of Vocational  Aptitude 
Certificate of Adults Vocational 
Training 
Certificate of Industrial  Training 
Vocational Certificate 
Upper Technical  Certificate 
Certificate of First Cycle 
Baccalaureat 
General  trainer 
Total  number  129 
number of trainen represented - 51  -
515 
Training Teachers  100% 
without  31% 
pedagogical 
H  Special  training 
for  training 
teachers of the 
Disabled 
N  Normal 
training 
Others  : 
National  Education 
A.D.A.P.T. 383  J.h!it..~t!:m!.I!!!!.L  Trainin.s.-
Number of responses  : 
49 out of 57  (85  %) , 
I~.h!!!!t8!J!.!ll~ 




92 out of 
515 trainers 
FISAP  - ADDO  X  • SICOB  Telemechanics 
b)  Distribution  by centers of permanent training activity  in  1972 
%centers 
number of centers 
Number of Trainers represented 
0%  1to20%  21  to 30"'  31  to 40"'  41  to 80 %  ·  81  to 100 % .., 
~ 






::s  z 
384  Thejr_~~chooe~a!£..Irail!.ln_g 
51  responses  out of 57  (  89 %) 
%  centers 
- 53 -
OTHERS 
16% or 83 out 
Others  51  % 
A.D.A.P.T.  - RAMAIN  UNEREP  -
~  31/ 
Number of trainers  represented" 





§  ~~~o  v  26. 
0%  1 to' 10%  11  to 20 %  21  to 80 %  to  to  % . 54. 
3.9.  On  what particular  points would  they like  to see  their situation  improved 7 
This  table should  be analyzed  with care as  the form  in  which  the study was  set up 
did  not make  descriptive answers  possible. 
~  would  like  to 
see  improvement 
were  satisfied 
Salary  67%  32% 
Schedules  49%  51% 
Vacations  52%  48% 
Job security  71%  29% 
Contacts with  the outside  91%  9  % 
Possibility  of training 
89%  11%  or improvement 
Possibility  of promotion  74%  26% 
Participation  67%  33% 
Work  in  common  with  72%  28%  other training teachers 
Work  in  common  with 
other persons  81%  19 % 
Schedules and vacations appear to be satisfactory to half  the trainers. 
They seem  generally to be more sensitive to the question  of salary,  job security and 
working conditions( participation and teamwork with trainers). 
But almost all  of them  manifested  the desire  to evolve  work concepts with other persons, 
hoping to establish  or intensify contacts with  the out side for  improved  training.  The 
reactions give  evidence  of needs  to which  we  will  return  later. - 55-
4.  TRAINING  NEEDS 
Two procedures were  used to investigate the training needs of the training teachers. 
These  were  : 
. a  non-directive  procedure : the trainers were  invited to think about the opportunity 
that training offered them. They were to think about what would  be required 
in  their formation  (technique,  psychology, data processing  ...  ) 
• a  directive procedure  : various training theses were submitted to the teachers who 
were to state whether they recognized  : 
. the existence of analogous needs 
.  the type of formation or training that would satisfy the need if  it existed. 
Further, classification  would  permit the training teachers to establish a  scale of needs  with 
their varying  importance. 
Let us  recall  that in  the studies that involved  directors of specialized  centers, they too were 
asked to give  their opinions on training and improvement which  they felt to be  necessary 
within their pedagogical  teams. We  will  be making further reference to this. 
In  the analysis of the results which follows,  we  will  include : 
.  Needs expressed spontaneously by the training teachers 
.  Reactions to proposed training 
. The scale of importance of the needs. 
. Variables  in  connection with different training needs. 
When  asked to think about training needs, the training teachers brought out four types of 
essential  needs Connected with : 
.  knowledge of human  beings and groups 
.  bringing technology  proper up to date in  each specialy 
.  introduction to new skills 
. the possibility of establishing exchange with the outside. . 56. 




Pedagogy  and 
psychopedagogy 
psychopedagogy of the 
handicapped 
Psychology  (Dynamic 
59 
34 
group communication)  30 
Medical  information  re-
garding  the handicapped  12 




Audio-visual  expression 
Modern  mathematics 
Language  study 
Need for exchange 
with other centers 













Electronic and  mechanical 
sections 
Accounting sections 
Electronic sections - 57  -
The  trainen appeared especially  sensitive to the pedagogical  problems they 
encounter. These  problems are  increased  by the specific  population involved. 
40 % of them feel  the need  of further psychological  training enabling them 
to deal  with the type of trainee they are responsible  for,.  namely,  the psychi-
cally  ill  individual  who  is  being admitted more and  more frequently to 
specialized establishments. 
Along  with this concern for  better fulfilling  their function,  about 15 % for-
mulated a  desire to acquire some  information about various types of handicaps. 
They felt that this would  greatly facilitate their relations with the medical 
team and improve their understanding of trainees. 
The second  preoccupation in  order of importance concerned the content of 
their instruction. 
They are  keenly  aware  of the necessity  of transmitting up-to-date and  not 
obsolescent  information. Only  in  this  manner can  the trainee  be  expected 
to adapt easily  to his  future job: 
This  being  the case, 40 % of the trainers expressed a desire to perfect their 
technical  knowledge of the skill  they were  teaching, 
. either by increased  know-how  or 
• by up-dating their  knowledge. 
413;  I  ntr:!!!!,ucti!!.ll.!.CL!!!!L!.Iill!! 
They expressed an  interest  in  : 
data-processing 
modem  math 
audio-visual  techniques 




(4 %) . 58. 
Though this was  not a  request that could  be  fully  satisfied  within the framework 
of training  proper,  we  feel  it  merits  discussion  because  it evidences a spontaneous 
recognition  of a  real  gap. 
20 % of the trainers  manifested a  need for  contact and exchange  in  two different 
directions  : 
. with the vocational  milieu  : the trainers  hoped  by  means  of courses,  visits  etc. 
to keep  abreast and gain  better acquaintance with  the 
disciplines  that the trainees will  be  exercising,  to make  direct 
contact with  the work world  because  such contact would 
increase  their knowledge  of the technology they  have  to 
teach. 
. with  other training  centers  : the trainers also  expressed  regret at the absence 
of exchange  with  trainers  in  other establishments: They feel 
isolated  in  having  to carry  out their work alone  and  lack 
stimulation. 
Some  of them feel  that seminars  of trainers  of Dis a  b_l_e d adults  in  France and 
abroad would  remedy  the "  closed  circuit "  system  in  which  they are currently. • 59 • 
4.2.  Reactions  to proposed  training themes 
421  Training themes 






46%  54% 
s 
u 
B  35%  65% 
J 
E  20%  80% 
c 
T 
s  47%  53% 
48%  52% 
28%  72% 
48%  52% 
40%  60% 
58%  42% 
17 %  83% 
17  %  83% 
8  %  92% 
16 %  84% 
42%  58% - 60-
The trainers confirmed wtiat they had already spontaneously expressed  with  respect to 
various training proposals (technique, logics  and methodology, psychology  ...  ),  clearly 
setting forth their expectations oriented toward specific skills. 
The desire to acquire further training  with  : 





. Group psychology  :  84 % 
All  the directors of the specialized establishments  aLso agreed  upon the importance 
of this  need.  The increased  severity of the handicaps of the trainees admitted 
to the centers,  the admission  of psychiatrically  disturbed  patients, of trainees 
with  multiple  handicaps,  upset the training  program  and  left the trainers with  a 
feeling  of helplessness.  In  view  of this they felt that a deeper approach  to the 
problems of man  (both psychological  and  medical)  would greatly  increase  their 
ability to understand the trainees  they  had to deal  with  . 
. an  essentially  pratical up-dating of technical  knowledge 
The trainers of specialized  centers are  responsible for vocational  training  based 
on an  ever-increasing "know how". 
It is  therefore,  normal  that 80 % of them hope to up-date  their technical  know-
ledge  in  order to teach  trainees  what will  be  directly applicable  to their future 
jobs. 
. an  introduction to new skills 
These  included  : 
. audio-visual  expression  83 % 
. logics and methodology  72 % 
as  improving teaching and  pedagogical  concepts  but there is  a question  here  as 
to whether such a  mass  demand  does  not reflect current attitudes rather than 
real  expectations. 
The directors seem less  unanimous and do not always see  the advantages of such 



































































































































































































































































































































































































The other proposed types of training : mathematics, data-processing, economics do not get 
IIK.ICh  backing. 35 % to 58 % of the trainers not recognizing the  necessity of them. 
As  far as  mathe~ics is  concerned, the training teachers  in  the secondary sections have, 
from the very  beginning, taught at an often high  level  (B.T.S.) 
On the other hand 20 % of the sections are concerned or will  be for a  more or less 
long  term: 
data-processing (business accounting specialty) might  have  been expected to elicit a  greater 
demand. The "hermetic" aspect of this skill  is  unattractive to many,  however.  Economics, 
is  by and large  unrecognized  because it is  not included  in  the general  teaching  program. 
This same lack of interest is  astonishing in  teachers in  the social  and economic fields. 
422.  Methods of training 
The trainers wanted to express their opinion on the training methods they hoped to 
see  introduced to meet each of the needs ennumerated. 
• When  the need concerned a  field that had  remained heretofore unexamined, they wanted 
instruction and training.  By  the latter was  meant,  more thoroughly going  into the 
matter. 
.  when the skill  was  one that had already been studied, recycling and up-dating seemed  more 
appropriate  • 
• Training in  the form of regular  interviews only attracted a  small  number of trainers either 
because  such presupposes a  more solid foundation or because it requires  more time 
than the trainers have,  given  their general  duties. 
The  Directors,  on the other hand, would more often approve of this type of training. 
Whatever the case,  these  remarks should be  interpreted with care since the expressions 
training,  "recycling~' ... can cover very different expectations on the part of different 
training teachers. 
.  In order to put this data in  more concrete form,  we  shall  examine the types of training 
found desirable for certain skills. no  need  46  % 
theory 
- 63-
METHOD  OF  TRAINING 
- EXAMPLE  -
TECHNIQUE 




mc1nvu vr  lnAININ\:i 
- 64  -
TECHNIQUE  { 
~  theory 
~  technology 
~ 
LOGICS  AND  METHODOLOGY 
physiology 
psychology 
THE  HUMAN  BEING  Psycho-
tmll  sociologr 
in  lll'ftiii'W 
Information 
~  MATHEMATICS 
ID:ia 
EZ?J  written 
~  oral 
~  gestural 
~!Audio-visual 
MEANS  OF  EXPRESSION 
ECONOMICS .  65  . 
The  trainers  set  up  a  classification  from  1  to  8  with  respect  to  the  large 
classes  of  needs.  This  classification  shows  the  respective  importance  attached 
to  various  needs.  We  have  reported  them  below,  side  by  side  with  the  scale 
of  needs  as  viewed  by  the  directors .  They  would  appear  to  confirm  the 
previously  analyzed  results. 
431  .  Training  considered  necessary  (cumulative  frequency  of  classes  6,7,8) 
152  The  human  being  75  The  human  being 
137  Technique  66  Means  of  expression 
108  Groups  64  Groups 
90  Means  of  expression  61  Technique 
.55  Mathematics  39  Logics  &  methodology 
44  Logics  &  methodology  18  Mathematics 
31  Data'- processing  15  Economics 
19  Economics  7,5  Data-processing 
TRAINERS  DIRECTORS .  66 • 
4.4  Variables in connection with training needs 
The analysis of the  relation  between certain criteria such as age,  academic level  and 
training needs shows no significant divergence. 
The problems of training ..  quite  naturally in  the forefront of the training teacher's 
professional  concerns. Training and improvement are two areas  in  which 89 % of them, 
let us  recall,  hope to see some changes made. 
The needs they express are divided generally  into three kinds  : 
. a  better undemanding of the rel81tions  established  between trainees and themselves, 
perception of group responset and, thereafter, a  notable improvement based  on 
greater psychopedagogical  lmowledge  . 
. an enrichment of their technologil:al  knONiedge  in  order to be able to supply 
their trainees with maximall•r  up-dated  information aiding them in  their 
vocational  reclassification. 
• maintaining an open view of the professional  milieu  by means of contacts with 
other rehabilitation centers. The broadening of relations and exchanges  would 
be intellectually stimulating and broaden the training teacher's pedagogical 
concepts. 
Clearly, these conclusions emphasize the basic  needs which  condition  t~e training teacher's 
interest in  his  work as well  as  the satisfaction  he  derives from it. They also  serve  to 
remind us that any training is  only really effective insofar as  it fulfills  the expectations 
of those involved. C  A  PROPOSED  PROGRAM  FOR  THE 
TRAINING  OF  TEACHERS  OF 
DISABLED  ADULTS Diagram a 
,--------;, 
~---------('I 
I  I 
I  R hab"l·tat· .  I  I  1  e  ''  ton 1 -1----.. 
I  .  .  .  I  I 
1  tnstttutton  1  J 
I  I/ 
L.---------" 









1  Disabled  :  1 
I  1  I 
-----,  adult  I  I 
I  1  I 
I  trainees  I  ) 
I  1,/ 
L--------~ 
Trainers of 
Disabled  adults 
Evaluation - 68-
C.  A  PROPOSED  P.ROGRAM  FOR  THE  TRAINING  OF  TEACHERS 
OF  DISABLED  ADULTS 
The training of adults must be  conceived on the basis  of social,  cultural and economic elements 
in  the environment of the adults to be  so trained :  it is  this training that conditions their 
expectations and needs. 
The formulation  of training goals  by the analysis of this context would,  nevertheless,  be  unrealistic 
if  it did  not take into account the objectives and structure of the training institution  itself. 
The various aspects of the training  problem  may  therefore appear contradictory.  Hence, only 
negociation  between trainers, trainees and institution will  permit  us  to arrive at a  strategic solution 
the means  of which  must take into account specific training stages. 
This  process  which  is  applicable to any training of adults and which  is  represented  by the attached 
diagram  is  the one we  have  adopted, proposing to describe a  mode of approach to training training 
teachers of the handicapped adult adaptable  by constant and concerted evaluation of needs and 
responses of these needs,  rather than an ideal  model  of such a  program. 
We  shall  refer in  describing our procedure : 
. to the first seminar for the Administrative Staff for Training Adults which took place  in 
Turin  in  February  1973 
. to the experiment in  training training teachers at the Mulhouse  Rehabilitation Center 
(currently  in  force from  1966 to 1973) 
. to the experiment of training animators of the Integrated Training Centers for Training 
Teachers of Adults  (Permanent  Education  review  ·  March, -April  1973). 
We  will  attempt to describe the steps  selected  in  the field  of Vocational  Rehabilitation, to propose 
the means  of carrying them out, and to distinguish  between  basic  training and a  permanent program 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 •  70  • 
The final  aim  of Professional  Rehabilitation  is  the socio-vocational  reclassification  of the 
D i 1 a b I • d.  If the labor  market is  to be realistically  confronted, this  means  making  up 
for  the deficiencies  imposed  by the handicap with  new  knowledge.  The training  which  the 
D i 1 a b I e d  person  receives  must  be  such as  to orient him  toward  a field  in  which  there 
is  a  labor demand so that he  can  get stable employment since  he  cannot avail  himself of 
the same  mobility  in  employment as  other workers. 
There are three types of vocational Nhabilitation open to him  : 
. a  rehabilitation contract  with  his  employer,  little  used  in  France 
. rehabilitation  in  a  vocational  rehabilitation center for adults open only to 
people  with slight  handicaps 
. rehabilitation  in  a specialized establishment  : the latter guarantees  vocational 
training equal  in  level  to that of other adults and at the same  time 
functional  rehabilitation as  the indispensable  aid  required  by  his  condition. 
There are  fi1  specialized establishments for the vocational  rehabilitation  of D i sa b I e d adults 
in  France. 'They are under the aegis  of 35 different organizations.  About 5000 trainees  were 
admitted in  1972 divided  into 455 sections--orientation,  preparation or training--to  obtain the 
certificate in  adult vocational training (C.F.P.A.)  granted  by  the  Ministry  of  Labor',  Employ-
ment and Population. 
Among the trainees accepted by these establishments there is  a  marked  increase  in  those 
with  multiple handicaps.  There  is  also  an  increased  number of immigrant workers.  These  two 
factors  make  the search for  new  types of training accessible to these  people  increasingly 
urgent.  In  many cases,  the final  goal  of vocational  rehabilitation should  be  reconsidered  : for 
instance  instead of aiming at vocational  training as  sanctioned by  the C.F.P.A.  the socio-
professional  reclassification  of the, D i sa b I e d  by  means  and methods carefully adapted to 
individual  cases  might  be  preferable.  Thorough  study must  be  undertaken  with  this  in  view. 
Stich study and  research  is  all  the more  urgent since the ' D i 1 a b I e d  person  does  not have 
the same  right as  other workers to training as  set  forth  in  the law  of July 16,  1971. In  fact, 
participation in  a course of vocational  rehabilitation  is dependent upon  the decision  of the 
Departmental Commission for the Orientation of the Crippled and assumption of cost by 
Social Security or Social  Welfare. - 71  -
The  provisions of the law  of November  23,  1957 dealing  with  employment priorities as 
determined  by  the setting of obligatory employment percentages  or designation  of reserved 
employment are  not systematically applied and at times  makes  the placement of the han-
dicapped  after training  problematical. 
In  the end,  permanent training  is  only within  the reach  of the Dis a b I e d  if  there are 
facilities for  accepting  them.  Architectural obstacles, for example,  are  sufficient to prevent 
a D i s a b I e d  person  from  taking  part in  an  improvement course  if  it happens  to be  given 
somewhere  inacessible  to him. 
The  points we  have  just made  have  been  derived  from  the actual  experience of the M.R.C. 
and  nationwide  inquiry  within  the framework of this study. 
They do  not adequately describe  the rehabilitation  of 0 i s a b 1  e cJ adults which  is  a complex 
situation constantly undergoing change. 
A study of socio-economic factors,  the legislative  framework,  developments  in  methods  of 
rehabilitation  and the nature of the handicaps themselves  make  it necessary  for all  those 
responsible for  the rehabilitation  of D i sa b l_e d!  adults to concert and  develop steps to solve 
the problems  involved. - 72  -
a.11.  PRO~OSI\L! 
To create a  REHABILITATION  RESEARCH  AND  STUDY  GROUP  to function 
as  a  permanent documentation and  information center to furnish  rehabilitation 
personnel  with the information  necessary to implement their activity especially 
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a.2.  TRAINERS  OF  DISABLED  ADULTS 
Information on the statutes, activities and !pedagogical responsibilities,  basic  technical 
and pedagogical  training and completed training of D i sa b I_ e d  adult training teachers 
is  given  in  the second  portion of the study. 
The D i sa  b I e d  adult training teacher  is  a  professional  pedagogue.  Like  any  other trai· 
ning  teacher he  has to transmit knowledge, evaluate and control  acquisition  of knowledge, 
establish  pedagogical  strategy and tactics to attain technical  goals  and fulfill  the needs  of 
a group of D i s a b  _l_e d  people undergoing training. 
As  with  all  jobs, these  require an apprenticeship. 
The trainer of D i sa b I e d  adults,  hired  as  a technician,  must acquire  pedagogical  training 
70 % of the 500 trainers currently employed  in  specialized  French  establishments  received 
basic  pedagogical  training either before or in  the course of teaching. What  with  changes  in 
technique and the absolescence  of knowledge,  their vocational  training  proper  of  adults 
necessitates  updating  in  a  permanent training process. 
The trainer of Dis  a b_l_e d people has available  for  his  pedagogical  activity the help  of 
the National  Association  for the Vocational  Training of Adults  (A.F.P.A.)  this  includes 
tables,  programs,  progressive  exercises and the possibility  of improvement courses. 
It is  up to him  to constantly adapt these aids to the particular conditions of  rehabilitation 
and to the specific  nature of the population of D i s a b 1  e d.  He  cannot do  this alone, 
nor without training specifically designed  for this  purpose.  The disparity  in  statutes,  levels 
of training,  work conditions and  remuneration are such that they must  be  harmonized 
between the various establishments. Such,  in  any case,  is  what the training teachers  hope 
for.  It is  obvious, for example, that training teachers who teach from  30 to 35  hours a 
week  (this  is  the case  of 41  %)  have  insufficient time for personal  research  and conti· 
nuous self-training. - 75  -
Each  training teacher of the 0 is  a b_l_e d adult shall  have  the advantage of training 
that fully  prepares  him for  his  work. 
Such training shall  be guaranteed  him  when  he  is  hired. 
It shall  prepare  him to use  the most modem  pedagogical  methods,  permanent 
training, active  research,  pedagogical  research  and  methodical  personal  development. Diagram  a3 
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'\, 
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OTHERS  INVOLVED IN THE 
TRAINING OF  TRAINING 
TEACHERS . n  . 
The A.F.PA.  in  France  is  responsible for the task of training training  teachers to 
attain the goals,  pursue the program and implement the progress  set forth,  approved 
and controlled  by the organization. 
This  applies  specifically to trainers  in  establishments for the vocational  rehabilitation 
of D i sa b I e d adults.  It shall  insure  the initial  and  continuous training  in  technical 
and  pedagogical  subjects  by virtue of a  program  in  which  training sessions  alternate 
with  periods  of practical  application.  The actual  training of training teachers for  the 
Dis a b I e dadult shall  be  the specific responsibility of the A:F:P.A.  that has  set 
up an  initial  training  program for specialized  training teachers which  shall  include  : 
. a  psycho-pedagogical  stage 
.  practical  application  in  a center 
(Sweeks) 
(4 weeks) 
• an  introduction to permanent training  (2 weeks) 
The groups  undergoing this training course shall  include  training  teachers for  handi-
capped adults and  the  mentally  retarded as  well  as  the young  with  behavior  problems. 
The following  remarks  are a  propos  : 
. the program  does  not answer  the expectations of the beginning  training teacher 
as  expressed  in  the analysis  we  have  done  of outstanding needs. 
•  study of the medical,  psychological  and social  aspects of rehabilitation  constitute 
an  inadequate approach to the total  problem of the rehabilitation  of 
Dis  a_b_  I_ e d adults and cannot, to our way  of thinking,  lead  to practical 
success  except insofar as  they are appropriate to the conditions of the 
institution  in  which  the training teacher will  carry out his  training 
activity. 
• necessary changes  in  the contents of a  training course for teachers cannot be 
effected as  long as  the needs  and expectations of the participants give 
evidence of too great disparity and such appears to be  the case  in  a 
group in  which  are  both training teachers for  adults and training teachers 
for the young, for people with  motor handicaps as  well  as  for the  men-
tally  retarded  . 
• the training necessary for a trainer of D i s 1 b I e d adults goes  beyond the 
limits of a single  training course,  especially a  beginner's teaching course. .  78  . 
1 We  want to review  briefly some aspects of the experience of training training teachers at the 
Mulhouse  RehabUitation Center. 
The experience was  made  possible thanks to trainers from the Center for Research and 
Applied Staff Training  (A.F.P.A.).  But all  courses were specially designed for the particular 
conditions of the institution (the Mulhouse  Rehabilitation Center in  the  present instance) 
Little by little,  their content, methods and goals  invited  close collaboration on the part of 
the trainers, the Administration and the  leaders.  For certain  subjectsj people outside the 
A.F.P.A.  who were rehabilitation specialists  had  to be  brought in. 
Training sessions with teachers from adult vocational training centers not involved  with the 
0  i s a ~  ~ e d were  less  valuable than multi-discipline group meetings with trainers and others 
specializing  in  rehabilitation. 
As  soon as  the training teachers took their training into their own hands the gap between 
theory and practical application quickly disappeared. .  79  . 
A rehabilitation  Research  and Study Group shall  include  a  GROUP  PROJECT 
to study, organize and apply  the training  received  by  training teachers  of 
Dis a b 1  e d adults with  the cooperation  of the authorized A.F.P.A.  services, 
personnel  from specialized  institutions and  the training teachers  themselves. - 80  -
Diagram a4 
R.R.S.G. 
PLACE  WHERE  PLACE  WHERE 
TRAINERS WORK 
TRAINING TEACHERS 
ARE  TRAINED 
ALTERNATING  ACTIVITY - 81  -
From the above,  it is  evident the problems of training staff for  vocational  rehabilitation 
is  characterized  by the followring  : 
. the overall  complexity of the  Dis  a b I e d  adult's position  in  society and the  process 
of rehabilitating  him 
. a great diversity among the 500 trainers from  57 different establishments with  hete-
rogeneous  regulations,  working conditions,  training needs etc  . 
. an  institution for  the nighly  structured training of training teachers  (A.F.P.A.)  with  its 
own  goals  and its own  methods of functioning . 
.  lack of structure for  integrating work done by  the institute for training  training teachers 
and that done by vocational  rehabilitation  instiutions where the training 
teachers actually work. 
Stated in  terms of supply and demand,  these  problems can  be  presented  as  follows  : 
Demand 
Knowledge  of the  Disabled  adult's 
situation 
knowledge  about the rehabilitation 
of  D i sa b I e d · adults  in  general 
knowledge  of the position of trainers 
of Disabled  adults 
Study of the specific  problems  involved 
in  training training  teachers of vocational 
rehabilitation to D i sa b t 'd  adults  : 
analysis of requirements,  elaboration of 
training  plans,  organization and  mana-
gement 
Determining the goals  and defining 
a training strategy 
Putting training  into practice,  carrying · 
out and evaluation  of training 
} 
Supply 
Creation  of a  rehabilitation 
research  and  study group 
Creation  of a  permanent and 
multidiscipline  Group Project ema-
ting from  the research  and  study 
group 
C,..tion of animation  groups 
including  members  of the Group 
Project and  trainers of  training 
teachers - 82  -
a.41.  PROPOSAL  4 
The problems of training teachen of disabled adults  calls  for 
appropriate solutions analogous  but not identical  to those required  by the 
training  problems of other adult training teachen. 
This  being the case,  the GROUP  PROJECT  is  the only concrete means  of 
concerting action between  trainen-training teachers-institution. - 83  -
TRAINING  NEEDS  AS  EXPRESSED  BY  TRAINERS  AND  DIRECTORS 
OF  SPECIALIZED  INSTITUTIONS 
Scale  of training activity  deemed  necessary  (Cumulative frequency of classes  6.7.8) 
152  THE  HUMAN BEING 
137  TECHNIQUE 
75  THE  HUMAN  BEING 
66  MEANS  OF  EXPRESSION  108  GROUPS 
64  GROUPS 
61  TECHNIQUE 
90  MEANS  OF  EXPRESSION 
39  LOGICS  &  METHODOLOGY 
55  MATHEMATICS 
44  LOGICS  &  METHODOLOGY 
18  MATHEMATICS  31  DATA-PROCESSING 
15  ECONOMICS 
7,5  DATA-PROCESSING  19  ECONOMICS 
NEEDS  AS  EXPRESSED  BY  NEEDS  AS  EXPRESSED  BY 
DIRECTORS OF  INSTITUTIONS  TRAINING TEACHERS - 84-
The demands  most frequently  made  are  connected with  : 
.  knowledge  of human  beings and groups  (psychological,  pathological,  physiological 
and medical  aspects) 
• up-dating theory, technology and  practice of the skill  taught 
.  mastering  means  of expression 
They also  reveal  a fundamental  expectation on the part of trainers  of  0 i sa b I e d 
adults of the possibility of exchange with trainers  in  other establishments. 
The  M.R.C.  study group expressed the following  specific  needs  : 
.  information on all  aspects of rehabilitation,  different didactic  n'Bthods,  psychological 
terminology 
. training  in  multi-discipline  group  work 
. sensitizing to pedagogical  attitudes and behavior 
.  introduction to logics and  methodology to be used  throughout training 
. constant up-dating  in  technical  matters 
. a  deepening of the trainer's appreciation of his  function  by  means  of case  study 
based  on  psychological  and  psycho-sociological  considerations. 
. a  choice of mastering  different methods and  pedagogical  aids. 
All  of these steps to be  preceded  by an  evaluation  of needs  through interviews  either 
with  psycosociologists or in-depth  meetings  with  institution  personnel,  or with group 
leaders. 
These different means  of evaluation experimented with at the M.R.C.  in  the period from 
1966 to 1973 resulted in  the change  in  training to conform to the precise  needs  of in-
dividual  training teachers or groups of training teachers. .  85 . 
The  Group  Project  will  be  responsible  for  negociations  and  expression  of 
needs  and  goals  preceding  specific  training  action. 
It  will  place  at  the  disposal  of  those  involved  : 
all  necessary  technical  and  pedagogical  documentation 
people  to  guide  the  process  of  evaluating  needs  in  the  institution 


















































































































































































 .  fr1  . 
In  response to the needs  summarized above,  training should  permit the training  teacher 
to achieve  the following  goals  : 
. developing an  understanding of the milieu  in  which  and  for  which  he  is  working 
. thinking about his  profession from  the psychological  and  psychosociological  points 
of view 
. acquiring  professional  competence  in  training  methods and techniques 
. developing  his  personality  by thinking through  his  own  experience and  reviewing  for 
self-development the work done in  multi-discipline  groups. 
The  psycho-pedagogical  training of training teachers should enablethem to help  trainees 
not only to adjust to their work  but to participate as  men  social  and cultural  life. 
The technical  training of the  Disabled adult training teacher  must  be "polyvalent''  in 
the technical field  of his  original  training. 
The D i s a b I e d, as  we  have  pointed out, does  not have  equal  opportunity  in  the 
labor  market with other job-seekers unless  he  has  thorough training  in  advanced 
techniques.  This constant up-dating of the contents of the vocational  training  of 
0 i sa bled  adults means  trainers have  constantly to keep  up and enrich their the· 
oretical and practical  knowledge.  It reinforces the trainer's independence of the 
institution that employs him  while  guaranteeing  him  job security. •  88  • 
b.2.'  CO~!~fiTS ~NO  TECH~!CAI:_§OALS 
In  order to transform general  training goals  of the training teacher of  Dis  a b I e d  adults into 
concrete objectives,  we  shall  try to define  them  in  terms of behavior and to propose, for 
each,  content that is  likely to make  them succeed. (The list of contents is  not exhaustive ; 
it is  only given  as  a  possibility so  that the animation groups are free  to specify  whatever  pro-
grams  best answer the trainees'  needs). 
goals 
To transmit knowledge and skills and teach 
whatever  is  required to work in  a specific 
trade 
To organize and supervize training 
activity 
To develope self-knowledge,  knowledge 
of human  beings  and groups and 
acquire the necessary  ease  in  human 
relations 
To  prepare a training  program, 
evaluate and supervize its 
progress 
To anticipate the needs of the han-
dicapped adult given  his  handicap, 
in  connection with  training,  his  vo-
cational  reclassification,  the social, 
economic and cultural  milieux 
contents 
.  Information on the rehabilitation  process  (structure, 
status, final  functions) 
.  Introduction to psychological  and  medical  termino-
logy 
.  Inventory of didactic  methods and  means  and  in· 
depth study of some of these 
. The approach to multi-discipline  group work,  etc. 
[ 
Study  of the optimal use  (managability, effectiveness, 
cost, etc  ... ) of pedagogical  methods and aids.  Practice 
in  audio-visual  techniques Training  in  oral expression 
Information about programmed  teaching etc  ... 
. Period  of teaching  in  tandem with an  experienced 
trainer 
.  Professional  reflexion and case  study  in  multi· 
discipline groups 
.  Further study of psychopedagogy,  group  dynamics, 
behavior  in  the face  of pathology etc  ... 
. Training in  problem solving  (<logies  & metho-
dology) 
. Training  in  methods of reasoning  (especially 
with  regard  to the problems of affective  and 
cognitative  relations  in  certain  D i sa b 1  e d 
cases) 
. Consideration of and  research  in  examination 
standards 
. Micro-instruction  etc  ... 
.  Introduction to economics 
.  Up-dating of technical  training 
. Study phase  in  an  industrial  enterprise or a 
business firm 
. continuation of previous training  in  chosen 
specialties etc  ... - 89  -
Time 
--------,-------~--------, 
I  I  I  PERMANENT 
0  P  T  I  0  N  S  I  TRAINING 
I  __  I 
SUPPLEMENTARY  PEDAGOGICAL  TRAINING 
BASIC 
TRAINING 
INITIAL PEDAGOGIGAL  TRAINING 
INFORMATION COURSE  Population 
~  Phase of applying  knowledge  in  a  Vocational  Rehabilitation section - 90  -
b.3.  §!_RATEGY 
fn  order  to  further  ~ur goals  as  we  have  generally  summarized  them,  our  proposed 
strategy  must  be  flexible  and  adaptable. 
Following  the  classic  pattern  which  consisted  in  endowing  the  trainee  with  all 
necessary  knowledge  for  the  exercice  of  his  function  before  putting  it  into  practice 
is  simply  no  longer  possible. 
Practice  must  be  guided  by  theory  and  ceaselessly  analysed  for  progress  and  theory 
must  make  way  for  practice  and  vice  versa. 
We  recommend  continuous  progress  thanks  to  less  and  less  directive  standards. 
Sensitizing and information session  of 2  weeks  in  a  vocational  rehabilitation center 
for  Dis  a b I e d  adults of appropriate size  and structure to permit the future training 
teacher to get an  idea of the whole  process of rehabilitation. 
This session  in  an appropriate establishment is  not exclusive  of an orientation and infor-
mation  program specific to the establishment proper. 
Short-term experience (approximately 4  weeks)  of  living  in  a  vocational  rehabilitation 
sector for  Dis  a b Ia  d  adults under the tutelage of an experienced training teacher to 
secure "on the spot'' training in  the exercice of the trainer's functions with respect to trai-
nees,  the program, the methods and  means  in  force  in  the 'institution 
Initial  pedagogical  training  (length  : about 1  month)  in  a  training institution for 
teachers of D i sa b I  ~  d _ adults covering  : 
.  evaluation of needs 
.  an  inventory of pedagogical  methods 
. training in  expression 
. training in  group work 
• introduction to psychological  and medical  terminology .  91  . 
Fi~l~Jtter!!!_!t.!.l!l.!ienc;! 
The  beginning trainer  may  be  progressively  entrusted with the responsibility  of a group of 
handicapped adult trainees  in  a specialized  establishment.  He  will  work with an  experienced 
trainer with  whom  he  can  then analyze  the experience. 
For  practical  reasons,  though such  may  require  that he  be  replaced  after the training  periodi 
the training teacher  may  be  asked  to take charge  of the section  he  was  employed to handle 
and conduct a  phase  of vocational  rehabilitation  to completion. 
Once  he  has  returned to the training  institution for  training teachen of  Dis a b I e d  adults, 
the training teacher will  analyze  his  "lived through" experience  with  the group,  evaluating 
his  most  important needs  and continue  his  initial  pedagogical  training with  supplementary 
help  in  the fields  in  which  he  needs  help. 
All  through  his  career,  the trainer  will  take  part in  group evaluation  of needs conducted  by 
the group  project. 
Choices  or options can  then  be  proposed  : 
. an  advanced  session  in  the hiring  establishment in collaboration  with  other 
trainers and specialists  involved  in  the vocational  rehabilitation  of 
Disabled  adults 
. an  advanced  session  in  an  institution for  training training teachers  in  groups 
of training  teachers from  other  institutions. 
These  sessions  will  be  devoted to case  studies from the psychosociological  point of view. 
Beside  the training teachers of  Dis  a·b I e d  adults,  they will  be  attended by  trainers of 
training teachers of  Dis  a b 1  e d  adults (research  group,  group project)  and other spe-
cialists  in  the training of training teachers of  Dis  a b I e d  adults  (such  as  the  A.F  .P .A. 
trainers of training teachers). - 92  -
Recycling  sessions common to training teachers of  0 is  a b 1  e d  adults  may  be 
organized for the vocational training accessible  to the 0 i sa b 1  e d  and for 
which  there are  numerous sections  in  the various specialized  establishments. 
Sessions  for exchange  between trainers of  Dis a b I e d  adults on the appropri-
ateness of A.V.T.  and specific  pedagogical  means  and  methods,  in  view  of 
harmonizing them, can  be  organized. 
Round-table discussions  on all  aspects of the vocatio_nal  rehabilitation  of 
Dis  a b I e d  adults should furnish  the opportunity for the personnel  of 
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C.1.  TACTICl 
The  attitude  of  the  trainer  of  training  teachers  is  of  prime  importance.  It  is  not 
enough  that  the  traiaing  teacher  comes  out  of  training  with  technical  knowledge 
alone  but  the  he  must  have  learned  to  analyze  ever-changing  pedagogical  situations 
and  be  able  to  think  up  new  methods  and  new  work  tools. 
The means of implementing the strategy we  have  just described  broadly may  be 
defined as a  function of each  stage  in training training teachers of the  D i sa b 1  e d 
adult. 
C.11.  B~C  T8_~1NI~c;! 
Initial  information 
involving 
how it 
will  work 
.  personnel of rehabilitation establishments 
. trainers of handicapped adults 
.  psychologist 
. specialist  in  functional  medicine 
. employment advisor 
. guided tour of all  the services  of an establishment for the 
vocational  rehabilitation of  Dis  a b I e d  adults 
.  information given  by different specialists followed  by debate 
.  round-table discussions  with experienced  Dis  a b I e d  adult trainers 
. evaluation of the orientation phase with  personnel  responsible for 
training teachers 
This  information  must be transmitted within a  group and constitute a  model  experience 
of trainer/training teacher relations directly transposable to a  rehabilitation section. 
The First short-term  Experience 
involving  1  D i sa b I e d  adult  trainin~tteacher 
how it 
will  work 
the beginning training teacher will  attend the courses and will 
progressively  take part in  them, then will  assume  leadership 
of sequences and proced to make evaluations with the trainer 
responsible for the section.  Meanwhile the beginner will  take 
note of all  notices, tables and programs,  in  other  words,  of 
all  pedagogical  aids  he will  need for  his  section. 
Initial  pedagogical  Training 
involving 
how it 
will  work 
. training-teacher miners 
.  psychologist 
.  psychosociologist 
the experts involved  will  be  included  in  the animation group along  with 
members of the permanent group project : this animation group will  be 
responsible for deciding  in  common upon sequences of the training 
program. Firt type of action 
- 96  -
The different sequences  irrespective  of content will  be  set up as 
work training in  multi-discipline groups  whose  participants (trainers 
and training teachen)  will  in  turn assume  the role of observer,  co-
animator,  reporter etc  ... 
In  certain cases,  such and such a sequence will  be  elaborated upon 
by group animation and  preparation. 
These  groups  made  up of training teachers  in  the process of being 
trained will  be  entrusted with the preparation of training sequences 
to be  demonstrated  before their colleagues,  to develop the plan 
(methods and contents)  in  collaboration  beforehand with experts 
after adequate documentation, etc  ... 
Recourse to simulation  methods  is  very  important in  the training 
process and there should  be emphasis on  : 
. the case  study  method 
.  role-playing 
.  interview-discussion 
.  micro-instruction 
Beyond  group work,  the training teacher must draw  upon  his  training 
in  doing  personal  research  and actively  preparing for self-training.  Among 
the possible  steps,  two appear to us  of particular importance  : 
Each  training teacher should  prepare a  report on the vocational  rehabi-
litation of the  D i sa b I e d  adult based  on his  own  research  into 
different  phases  of the process. 
Such  investigation  should  lead  the training-teacher to : 
. assist at sessions  of function  al  rehabilitation 
(contact with  physiotherapists, ergotherapists,  orthopho-
nists  etc  ... ) 
. study trainee files  and  make  contact with social  workers and 
those responsible for  the recruiting  of Dis  a b I e d  trainees 
(role of the COOl  - psychotechnical  tests, entrance examina-
tions - work adaptation and  re-training ·  making  up school 
work) •  96  . 
.  analyze the progress of the  D i sa  b I e d  trainee in  the course 
of his vocational  rehabilitation  (file - relation to the social 
worker - psychologist and institution  psychiatrist •  participation 
in  synthesis  meeting etc  •.• ) 
• study the future of the  D i sa  b_ l_e d  when  he  leaves  the train-
ing  institution (placement - job study ·  housing and transpor-
tation  problems ·  contacts with work councillor ·  social  worker 
etc  ...  ) 
To conceive.  produce and conduct a  sequence of vocational  rehabilitation 
within the technical field  of the training teacher's competence. 
The trainer will  not only  have  to : 
.  define the overall  and partial  objectives  in  terms of performance 
and behavior 
. establish a  program of exercises  with evaluation criteria 
.  lay out the lessons  in  detail, 
but must produce the didactic  means  he  deems appropriate to support 
his  thesis. 
The training teacher will  take a  vocational  rehabilitation  section of Dis  a b I e d  adults  in 
charge to train them in  his  specialty. Along with  regular  training  problems  he  will  also  be 
responsible for those of the trainee's relations.  evaluation  and  regulation and  liaison 
with other people involved. 
involving 
how it 
will  work 
the same people who led  the initial  training sections. 
these supplementary sessions should present an  opportunity for the 
training teacher to play a  more active  role  while others  involved take 
a  non-directive attitude. This phase  of the training should give  the 
training teacher an opportunity to analyze his  "lived through" 
experience and on this basis. to seek supplementary theoretical 
support from his  trainers. .  97  . 
involving  the  choices  must  involve  negociation  between  training  teachers, 
personnel  in  their establishment and  ttainers  of training teachers. 
According to the possible  solution  of the options selected  in  Com-
mon,  those  involved  may  be  the same  as  the people enumerated 
for the preciding  phases. or specialists  in one or another of the 
domains  selected. 
how  it 
will  work 
two  types  of solution  may  evolve  as  a function  of the analysis  of 
needs  made  in  the group : 
. either assumption  of the training  activities  defined  by  the group 
which  did  the evaluation  of needs,  especially  when  sessions  are 
required  to complete previous training or to initiate group 
activity . 
. of participation  of training  teachers  in  advanced  courses  organized  by 
the  Institute of  Trainers of  Training Teachers of which  the 
A.F.P.A.  has  priority.,  provided  these courses exactly answer ex-
pectations. 
Whatever  the solution, it  is  imperative  that each training session  be  followed  for a 
considerable time  by  a  group evaluation  in  which  what  has  been accomplished  can  be 
reviewed  and  the application  of knowledge  to daily  practice  in  vocational  rehabilitation 
be  appraised  within  each  specialized establishment. - 98  -
The training  of training teachers  must  prepare for  the transmission  of knowledge 
faithfully.  No  single  method should  be  used  a  priori  because  it  is  based  upon adult 
education  principles  purely and simply.  "Pedagogy adapted to adult needs  cannot 
answer  needs  by automatically  imposed  content or by master  courses. The training 
teacher must facilitate the expression  of needs and  propJSe  an  outline with  subjects 
for  reflexion  and study. The trainee  must  participate  in  defining  the goals  as  well 
as  in  the choice of methods". 
The various  types of training activity  must  permit the trainer to familiarize  himelf 
















leading  meetings 
exposes 
simulation  methods 
research  and choice of information 
documentary analysis P.Q.R.S.T. 
(document analysis)  the use  of 
programmed  text books 
using  tape-recorders 
using  television 
recourse  to micro-instruction 
using  a  magnetoscope  to establish 
a  process  of self-correction  through 
brief  learning sequences 
the AAAS  method 
individual  instruction by  cassettes 
tape-recorder and accompanying  books 
machine-programmed  instruction 
example  : Mitzi Diagram  b4  - 99-
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Just as  in  the methods of transmitting lln,owledges,  methods of evaluation  must give  the 
training-teacher in  training opportunity to gain  practice  in  things that he  must  later trans-
pose  in  actual  work with vocational  rehabilitation trainees. 
Self-Evaluation 
It is  desirable  that the training teacher  be  able  to consult a competent person 
about his  training  problems  (needs,  evaluations,  applications),  someone who  is 
not involved  in  the overall  training program. 
Auto-evaluation  is  valuable  to his  personal  development ; it  prepares  him  to 
evaluate a situation rapidly and to modify  his  behavior  with  respect to the 
group  he  is  in  charge of. 
Evaluation  and  regulation  between animation group and  training-teachers. 
These  help the training teacher to weigh  intereactions  within  the group and  to 
regulate the vocational  training of his  pupils. 
Evaluation  should  be  carried out simultaneously  with  training  which  goes  on  far  beyond 
the intensive  phases  we  have  discussed  here. 
The  process of evaluation  becomes  integrated  into the training the structures of the establis-
hment  permitting. 
The "Group Project''  , the vocational  rehabilitation  institution  (with  the participation of 
the Dis a b I~  d  adult trainees)  and the participants constitue three  poles  among  which 
there  must  be  constant interaction and analysis.  We  insist  upon  the fact of the Group 
Project  being  free  and independent of other training  bodies. 
Evaluation  made constantly and in  common  to facilitate  and  equate ways  and  means,  measure 
the discrepancy  between  goals  set and goals  attained and ensure the making  of decisions  in 
common. 
We· must abide  by notions of evaluation  rather than control for to us  it seems  ambiguous 
that those responsible for the training of training teachers should  be  judgemental  with 
respect to them. BIBLIOGRAPHIE  ----------
Pour  r8diger  le projet de  programme de formation de  formateurs,  nous 
nous  sommes  plus particuli8rement ref6res  aux  ouvrages  suivants  : 
- Education Permanente  - n  12 - octobre 1971  notamment  : 
.  La  formation des  formateurs en  Europe 
.  Les  formateurs  - leur formation 
. Notes sur  quelques aspects  institutionnels 
de  Ia  formation des  formateurs 
- Education Permanente  - n  18 - mars  1973  notamment  : 
• La  formation des  animateurs  des  C.I.F.F.A. 
- Les  Cahiers  du  C.U.S.E.S.  - septembre  1971 
- L 'autogestion  pedagogique  - recherches  institutionnelles 
Gauthier-Villars 1971 
• Documents preparatoires au  premier  seminaire  pour cadres 
dirigeants de  Ia  formation des  formateurs  d'adultes 
Turin 1972  notamment : 
.  La  formation des  formateurs a I'A.F.P.A  . 
.  Experience de  I'A.F.P.A. dans  le domaine de 
Ia  formation des  formateurs 
. Cycle de  formation de  formateurs 
.  Le  cycle de  formation des  formateurs  du 
C.E.S.I. 
• Problematique de  Ia  formation des  formateurs 
.  L 'office national de  l'emploi - ses  activites 
de formation de  formateurs 
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R.BRABANT ETABLISSEMENTS  SPECIALISES  POUR  LA  FORMATION  PROFESSIONNELLE 
DES  HAND  I  CAPES  ADUL  TES  QUI  ONT  PARTICIPE  AUX  ENQUETES 
REGION  CENTRE 
NORD  (Nord, 
Pas  de  Calais) 
* 
* 
PICARDIE  (Oise,  * 
Aisne,  Somme) 
REGION  PARI-
SIENNE  (Hte-
Seine,  Val-de-Marne 




CENTRE  DE  POST -CURE  et de 
Formation Professionnelle  "Albert 
CALMETTE"  Bid du  Professeur. 
Jules  Leclerc a LILLE 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "LA 
MOLLIERE"  19 et 21, Bid de 
Paris a BERCK-PLAGE 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
FONCTIONNELLE  et de  Raa-
daptation Professionnelle 
"LE  BELLOY"  i1  ST  OMER 
EN  CHAUSSEE 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  de  Ia 
Colonie  Franco-Britannique 
ChAteau  de Sillery a EPINAY-
sur  ORGE 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  en  Post-
Cure  "JEAN  MOULIN" a 
FLEURY  -MEROGIS 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNE LLE  Ecole  du 
Chateau  12, rue  Notre-Dame a 
SOISY-sur SEINE 
CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "BEAU-
VOIR" a EVRY 
eENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "VIVRE" 
54,  Av.F.V.Raspail  a ARCUEIL 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
ASSOCIATION  AUXI LIA a 
PARIS  68me 
CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU-
RANCE  MALAD  IE  DU  NORD 
DE  LA  FRANCE  a LILLE 
CAISSE  NATIONALE  DE  RE-
TRAITE  des  OJVRIERSdu 
BATIMENT  et  des  TRAVAUX 
PUBLICS  (C.N.R.O.)  a PARIS 
158me 
COLONIE  FRANCO-BRITANNI-
QUE  de  SILLERY  ChAteau  de 
Sillery a EPINAY-sur  ORGE 
FEDERATION  NATIONALE  des 
DEPORTES,  INTERNES,  RESIS-
TANTS  et  PATRIOTES  a 
PARIS  16eme 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
DU  DIMINUE  PHYSI.OUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU-
RANCE  MALADIE  de  PARIS 
198me 
ASSOCIATION  D'ENTR'AIDE 
"VIVRE" a ARCUEI L 
*  Etablissaments  specialis8s  oil  des  Formateurs  ont ete  interview&  ./. REGION 
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CENTRE 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "AUXILIA" 
1  I  rue  Pierre  Brossolette a 
LEVALLOIS-PERRET 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  14,  rue 
du  Lt.Baude a ST  MARTIN du 
TERTRE 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  62,  rue 
Pierre  Brossolette a SARCELLES 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  et de 
Reeducation  Professionnelle  8, 
rue  des  Ecoles a  GROSLAY 
*  CENTRE  UNIVERSITAIRE de 
CURE  et  de  Readaptation 
"Jacques  ARNAUD" a 
BOUFFEMONT 
OEUVRE  des  JEUNES GARCONS 
INFIRMES 223,  rue  Lecourbe a 
PARIS  15eme 
*  CENTRE  D'ADAPTATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  pour 
AVEUGLES et GRANDS  IN-
FIRMES  59,  Bid  de  Belleville 
a PARIS  11eme 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION  et 
de  PERFECTIONNEMENT PRO-
FESSIONNELS  "Suzanne MASSON" 
39  I  rue  du  Dr Arnold Netter a 
PARIS  12eme 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  en  Post-
Cure a NANTEAU-sur  LUNAIN 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  en  Post-
Cure  Domaine  de  COUBERT 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
ASSOCIATION  AUXILIA 
a PARIS  6eme 
ASSOCIATION  DU  CENTRE 
DE  REEDUCATION  PROFES· 
SIONNELLE  de  ST  MARTIN 
du  TERTRE 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION du 
DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au  TRAVAIL 
a PARIS  18eme 
DIRECTION  GENERALE  de 
L'ACTION SANITAIRE et 
SOCIALE a PARIS 48me 
FONDATION  "SANTE  des 
ETUDIANTS de  FRANCE" 
a PARIS  14eme 
SOCIETE  CIVILE JEAN DE 
DIEU a PARIS 1'eme 
ASSOCIATION  NATIONALE 
pour  Ia  REHABILITATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  par  le 
TRAVAIL PROTEGE a PARIS.:. 
3eme 
ASSOCIATION  GERANTE  DES 
OEUVRES SOCIALES de  L'UNION 
DES  SYNDICATS des  TRAVAIL-
LEURS  METALLURGISTES de  Ia 
SEINE a PARIS  11eme 
CENTRE  D'ORIENTATION 
SOCIALE a PARIS  1er 
CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU· 
RANCES  MALADIE a  PARIS  19ime 
./. REGION 
CENTRE  (Cher, 
Eure  et  Loire, 
lndre,  lndre et 
Loire,  Loir et 
Cher,  Loiret) 







(C6tes  du  Nord, 
Finistere,  llle et 
Vilaine, Morbihan) 
PAYS  DE  LA 
LOIRE  (Loire-
Atlantique, Maine 
et Loire, Mayenne. 
Sarthe,  Vendee) 
LIMOUSIN  (Cor-




CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  pour 
Diminues Physiques  "LES 
RHUETS" a VOUZON 
CENTRE DE POST-CURE et de 
Reentrainement a  I'Effort 
"LEGRAND CHATEAU" a 
SERQUIGNY 
ECOLE  SAINT BENOIT 
114,  rue  Saint  Loup a 
BAYEUX 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
et de  Formation Professionnelle 
ChAteau  de  VAUX-sur AURE 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
FONCTIONNELLE pour Hom· 
mes  I  nfirmes ChAteau  de  Ia 
Vallee a  BETTON 
CENTRE  DE  FORMATION  et 
de  Reeducation  Professionnelle 
"LA GRI LLONNAIS" a VERTOU 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  et de  Rea-
daptation  Fonctionnelle "LA 
GAUDINIERE" a NANTES 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "Made· 
leine  MONSIMIER" 2,  Av. 
Pasteur a ANGERS 
CENTRE  D'ADAPTATION PRO-
FESSIONNELLE de  PUY  de  MONT 
a AIXE-sur VIENNE 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
FEDERATION  NATIONALE des 
COMBATTANTS PRISONNIERS 
de  GUERRE a PARIS  16eme 
LIGUE POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du DIMINUE PHYSIQUE au 
TRAVAIL a  PARIS 188me 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  188me 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE  PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
ASSOCIATION  DES  PARALYSES 
DE  FRANCE a PARIS  16eme 
CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU· 
RANCES  MALADIE a NANTES 
ASSOCIATION  "LE FOYER  DE 
L'OUVRIERE" a  ANGERS 
ASSOCIATION  pour  Ia  PROMO-
TION SOCIALE des AVEUGLES et 
AUTRES HANDICAPES 
./. . 4. 
REGION  CENTRE  ORGANISME GESTIONNAIRE 
AQUITAINE  *  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION  LES  MAISONS des  BLESSES  du 
(Dordogne,  Gi- PROFESSIONNELLE  en  Post- POUMON  S.A. a PARIS  13eme 
ronde,  Landes,  Cure  de  Ia  CITE  SANITAIRE 
Lot et Garonne,  de  CLAIRVIVRE 
Basses-Pyrenees) 
CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION  CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU-
et de  Reeducation  Professionnelle  RANCE  MALADIES D'AQUI-
de  Ia  "TOUR DE  GASSIES" a  TAINE a BORDEAUX 
BRUGES 
*  CENTRE  DE  CURE  et de  FEDERATION  GIRONDINE des 
Reeducation  "LA PIGNADA"  OEUVRES  ANTI-TUBERCULEU-
a LEGE  SES a BORDEAUX 
CENTRE  FEMININ  de  REEDU- LIGUE POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
CATION  PROFESSIONNELLE  DU  DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au 
a VIRAZEIL  TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
*  CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION  S.A.  des  Etablissements  de 
PROFESSIONNELLE  en  Post- CURE  DU  BEARN a PAU 
Cure  d'ARESSY  Chateau 
D'ARESSY 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  et de  CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU-
REEDUCATION  PROFESSIONNEL- RANCES  MALADIE D'AQUI-
LE  "BETERETTE" a GELOS  TAINE a BORDEAUX 
pres  PAU 
CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION  S.A.  du  SANATORIUM DU 
PROFESSIONNELLE  du  Sanato- PIC  DU  MIDI a PAU 
rium  du  PIC  DU  MIDI a 
JURANCON 
MIDI-PYRENEES  *  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION  ASSOCIATION  TOULOUSAINE 
(Ariege,  Aveyron,  PROFESSIONNELLE  des  DES  INVALIDES CIVILS a 
Hte Garonne,  Gers  INVALIDES CIVILS 19,  Pl.  TOULOUSE 
Lot, Htes  Pyrenees  de  Ia  Croix de  Pierre a 
Tarn,  Tarn et Ga- TOULOUSE 
ronne) 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION  YOUNG  MEN  CHRISTIAN 
PROFESSIONNELLE  Y.M.C.A.  ASSOCIATION a PARIS  16eme 






Moselle,  Meuse 
Vosges) 
ALSACE  plus 
Moselle  (Bas-Rhin, 
Ht Rhin, Moselle) 
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CENTRE 
INSTITUTION DE  JEUNES 
SOURDS  "LA MALGRANGE" 
a JARVILLE 
*  CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION 
au  TRAVAIL a PLAPPEVILLE 
les  METZ 
CENTRE DE READAPTATION 
57  I  rue Albert Camus a 
MULHOUSE DORNACH 
FRANCHE-COMTE  *  CENTRE  FEMININ  DE  FORMA-
(Doubs,  Jura,  Hte  TION PROFESSIONNELLE 
Sa6ne,  Territoire  "Therese  BONAYME" a· 
de  Belford  ETUEFFONT-BAS 
BOURGOGNE 
(C6te d'or, Nievre, 
Sa6ne  et Loire, 
Yonne) 
AUVERGNE 
(Allier, Cantal,  Hte 
Loire,  Puy  deD6me 
RHONE-ALPES 
(Ain, lsere, Ardit-
che, Dr6me, Loire, 
Rh6ne, Savoie, 
HteSavoie) 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  et de 
Readaptation  Professionnelle 
Domaine  de  I'  ABBA  YE  a 
PONTIGNY 
CENTRE DE REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE flhiteau 
delaMOTHEaLOUROUX 
HODEMONT par HERISSON 
MAISON DE POST-CURE 
Ecole d'lnfirmieres F.MANGINI 
a  HAUTE  VILLE 
CENTRE  DE  POST -CURE  et de 
R6education  Professionnelle 
Domaine de  PEYRIEU 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
INSTITUTION DE  JEUNES 
SOURDS  "LA MALGRANGE" 
i  JARVILLE 
ASSOCIATION  DU  CENTRE  DE 
READAPTATION  AU TRAVAIL 
pour Convalescents  de  Ia  Ville de 
METZ 
ASSOCIATION POUR  LA FORMA-
PROFESSIONNELLE des MUTILES 
et DIMINUES PHYSIQUES a 
MULHOUSE DORNACH 
ASSOCIATION  DES  PARALYSES 
DE  FRANCE a  PARIS  16eme 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
ASSOCIATION POUR LA REE-
DUCATION PROFESSIONNELLE 
DES INFIRMES a VANVES 
OEUVRE  L YONNAISE  des 
HOPITAUX CLIMATIQUES a 
LYON 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE  PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
./. REGION 
LANGUEDOC 
(Aude,  Gard, 
Herau It,  Lozere 
Pyrenees  Orient.) 
PROVENCE 
COTE D'AZUR 
CORSE  (Basses 
Alpes, Alpes Mari-
times, Bouches du 





CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
"LAENNEC" Grande  rue a 
IRIGNY 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  Fondation 
"Jean  FOA" Avenue  de  Noailles 
a EVIAN  les  BAINS 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  de 
L'ENGLENNAZ 52,  Av.  de  Ia 
Sardagne a CLUSES 
CENTRE  DE  READAPTATION 
MEDICO  SOCIAL a Ml LLE-
GRAND par  TREBES 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  de 
CELLENEUVE 
CENTRE DE POST-CURE et de 
Reeducation Professionnelle 
"LE PARC" a  OSSEJA 
CENTRE  FEMININ  de  REEDU-
CATION  PROFESSIONNELLE 
en  Post-Cure  "LE CASTEL" 
a HYERES 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  et de 
Reeducation  de  SAINT ESTEVE 
LE  THOLONET 
*  CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE  "LA 
ROUGUIERE" fite de  Petit 
Aubagne  SAINT MARCEL a 
MARSEILLE  11eme 
CENTRE  MASCULIN  DE  ReE-
DUCATION  PROFESSIONNELLE 
pour  HANDICAPES  "RICHEBOIS" 
Chemin  Gilbert Charmasson a 
MARSEILLE  16eme 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
ASSOCIATION  pour  Ia  POST-
CURE  et  Ia  Radaptation a I RIGNY 
LIGUE  POUR  L'ADAPTATION 
du  DIMINUE PHYSIQUE  au 
TRAVAIL a PARIS  18eme 
ASSOCIATION  pour  le 
RECLASSEMENT  et  L'HEBERGE-
MENT des  ANCIENS  MALADES a 
CLUSES 
ASSOCIATION  "TERRE  D'ESPE-
RANCE" a MILLEGRAND par 
TREBES 
CAISSE  REGIONALE  D'ASSU-
RANCES  MALADIE du  LANGUE-
DOC-ROUSSILLON a MONTPELLII 
S.A.R.L. CENTRE DE POST-CURE 
et de Reeducation Professionnelle 
"LE PARC" a  OSSEJA 
OEUVRE  L  YONNAISE  des 
HOPITAUX  CLIMATIQUES a LYO 
HOTEL  DE  POST-CURE  et de 
Reeducation  de  SAINT ESTEVE 
LE  THOLONET 
ORGANISATION  SANTE  ACCUEIL 
a MARSEILLE 
ASSOCIATION  DU  CENTRE 




*  CENTRE  DE  POST -CURE  et de 
Reeducation  Professionnelle "LA 
ROSE"  7-9,  Bid de  Ia  Presentation 
a MARSEILLE  LA ROSE 
CENTRE  DE  REEDUCATION  et 
de Reclassement  Professionnel 
"LE COTEAU" 25, Av, de 
Flirey a NICE 
CENTRE  DE  POST-CURE  du 
Sanatorium  "CHANTOISEAU" 
a  BRIANCON 
ORGANISME  GESTIONNAIRE 
ASSOCIATION  AUXILIAIRE 
de  Ia  JEUNE  Fl LLE a 
MARSEILLE 
FEDERATION  DES  ORGANIS· 
MES de SECURITE SOCIALE de 
Ia region du SUD-EST a 
MARSEILLE 
CENTRE DE CURE 
"CHANTOISEAU" Fondation 
Edith SETZER a  BRIANCON 